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The Beacon Employment
ReportDecember 2010
Seasonal Surprises:
Construction Industry Gains, Retail Loses
California Unemployment Rate Unchanged
• Unemployment Rate Remains Unchanged: California’s
unemployment rate remained constant at a seasonally adjusted
12.4% between October and November of 2010, despite a small
decrease in the number of employed (-1,800). According to the
EDD’s Residential Survey, the number of unemployed
Californians increased as many previously discouraged workers
who had dropped out of the labor force—and were no longer
being counted among the unemployed—returned, expanding the
size of the labor force.
• Construction Industry Surprises: California’s industry
employment (measured by the Industry Survey) showed gains
between October and November with construction leading the
pack. Construction, the sector that was hardest hit by the reces-
sion, posted a gain of 7,800 jobs. This is the second consecutive
month of employment growth for the construction sector, but
only the fourth month of gains in 2010. Also adding positions
were information (5,200), professional and business services
(3,000), government (3,000), and education and health services
(2,900). Many of these gains were offset by losses in sectors such
as retail and leisure and hospitality. Overall, California gained
3,500 jobs in farm employment and 1,600 jobs in nonfarm
employment.
• Despite the Season Retail Employment Loses As
Employers Remain Cautious: California’s retail industry suf-
fered a significant employment opportunity loss despite the lead
up to the holiday season. In non-seasonally adjusted terms, retail
added 26,000 jobs between October and November— a much
smaller increase than the average rise at this time of year (look-
ing out over the past 20 years). When seasonally adjusting the
data, the increase shrinks further, showing a clear loss of job
opportunity. These results are surprising because taxable sales
have increased considerably and most observers were predicting
higher sales this past holiday season. Moreover, both wholesale
trade and durable goods manufacturing added jobs, indicating an
increased demand for goods. Retailers have likely increased their
efficiency (doing more with less) as they continue to exercise
caution in this questionable economy.
Inland Empire 2011 Forecast
By Grubb & Ellis
Inland Empire Office Space
Anemic employment gains will fall short of heralding a recov-
ery; active tenants will be able to choose from their fair share of
trophy spaces offered at dis-
counted rental rates.
More than any commer-
cial property subtype, a direct
correlation can be made
between the labor market and
the demand for professional
office space. With minimal
white collar job losses during
2010, save for a few indus-
tries, the local core demand
driver remained stunted; frozen demand, compounded by the fact
that the national average of office square feet per employee has
decreased in recent years as corporate tenants focused on space-
efficiency, translated to annual net absorption hovering close to
zero. The vacancy rate concluded 2010 at 24 percent – virtually
unchanged from 2009 – while monthly Class A and B asking rental
rates dropped 5 and 7 percent, respectively, over the same timeline.
Looking to 2011, the sec-
tor is braced to ‘bottom out’
due to stagnation of its
vacancy rate and flat absorp-
tion figures; tenant down-
sizes and consolidations,
once rampant in 2008, have
progressively tapered off,
putting the marketplace in a
general lull. Also, tenant pro-
files on par with 2010s econ-
omy – namely, for-profit educators, federal government entities
and medical-related firms – stepped in to better serve one of the
region’s selling points: a 4.2-million population base. Such
momentum will have a carryover effect into 2011 as companies
favor Class A product – a subtype that was over-built in past years,
which will remain available at highly competitive effective rental
rates. Of this product, a significant portion will be available for
sublease at discounted rents. continued on page 21
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AT DEADLINE Risky Business
David Shulman, Senior Economist
UCLA Anderson Forecast
With short-term interest rates already at zero, the measured infla-
tion rate approaching zero and the unemployment rate stubbornly
remaining near 10%, a deflation-haunted Fed decided to experiment
with a policy characterized as quantitative easing. On Nov. 3rd, the
Fed announced that it would expand its balance sheet by $600 billion
dollars over the next eight months by buying intermediate-term
Treasury bonds. Its purpose was not so much as to increase bank
reserves, which it will do, but rather to lower long-term interest rates
and as a consequence raise asset prices, thereby stimulating con-
sumption and investment. continued on page 6
SolarReserve Receives Final Licensing
Decision for 150-Megawatt Rice Solar
Energy Project in California
Key state permit approved for construction of California’s first
commercial-scale molten salt solar power tower; thermal energy
storage technology will provide firm, reliable power.
SolarReserve, a U.S. developer of utility-scale solar power proj-
ects, has received a final decision continued on page 12
Public Private
Partnership
Brings Affordable
Housing to San
Bernardino
By Chris Levister
While affordable housing
has been produced through a
variety of public private part-
nerships (PPPs) for many
decades, such ventures are gar-
nering new and increasing
attention by local governments
sideswiped by the Great
Recession.
To say that the Riverside-
San Bernardino economy has
been battered by the collapse of
the sub-prime housing bubble
would be a gross understate-
ment.
The region has lost almost
90,000 jobs over the past 12
months and currently has the
dubious distinction of having
the second-highest unemploy-
ment rate (13.7%) among the 50
largest metro areas in the U.S.
Nowhere are the spoils of the
Great Recession more evident
than in communities like San
Bernardino’s long-neglected
Westside where stability of the
housing market and surround-
ing infrastructure is of grave
concern.
So when San Bernardino
County Supervisor Josie
Gonzales, Mayor Patrick
Morris, 6th Ward
Councilmember Rikke Van
Johnson, along with a host of
city officials and dignitaries,
walked across a muddy con-
struction site during a
November ground breaking cer-
emony for The Magnolia at
Highland Project, it was a testa-
ment to the joint efforts of a
PPP.
Infrastructure is a serious
continued on page 11
Riverside County 2011 Fair
FREE!  The First Five Hours of
the Date Festival
Opening day for the
Riverside County Fair &
National Date Festival is right
around the corner.  The 10-day
celebration kicks off on Friday,
Feb. 18 with free admission for
everyone the first five hours of
the 2011 Fair.  For the third year
in a row, the Fair is doing its
part in giving back to the com-
munity by providing free
admission to everyone the first
five hours the Fair is open.
From 10a.m.-3p.m., all
Fairgoers will be able to walk
through the gates at no cost.
Take advantage of this 5-hour
window and stay all day to
indulge in traditional Fair
favorites such as:  deep fried
Twinkies, Indian Fry bread, car-
nival rides, exhibits and those
crazy camel and ostrich races.
Latin recording artist, Luz
Rios will kick off the Fair’s
headliner entertainment with a
performance at 8 p.m. in the
Fantasy Springs Concert
Pavilion.  Nominated for two
Latin Grammys, two Billboard
Latin Music Awards, a Premios
Lo Nuestro Award, and a hit
single “Aire” that rose to #32 on
the Latin Billboard Charts, Luz
is taking the Latin music by
storm.  Her performance is
included with the price of
admission.
The 65th Annual Riverside
County Fair & National Date
Festival is presented by Fantasy
Springs Resort Casino, the
desert’s leader in gaming and
entertainment.  The Fair, in
Indio, runs Feb. 18-27, 2011.
Gates open at 10 a.m. and close
at 10 p.m.  General admission is
$8 for adults, $7 for seniors, $6
for group bus tours, $6 for
youth and no cost for children
under 5 years of age.  For more
information, call 1(800)
811.FAIR or visit www.date-
fest.org where you can buy and
print your Fair tickets at home. 
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We Are the Champions:  Seven Tips for Turning Your
Customers Into Fans for Life There are tons of ways 
to win over your customers and create brand loyalists who
keep coming back.  Maribeth Kuzmeski gives us seven 
tips and easy-to-implement ideas that will help you turn 
any customer into a fan for life. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
The 2010 Execution Round-Up:  Companies That 
Couldn’t “Get It Done” This Year and Those That Did
Rick Lepsinger outlines several world-known companies
that either could or could not “Get It Done” in 2010 and 
the lessons learned by their mistakes or accomplishments. . . 10
The Future of Business Is Social:  Seven Principles 
That Lead to Social Success and the Companies 
Already Getting Them Right Instead of a monolithic 
one-way interaction, business is now being conducted 
through constant and meaningful two-way conversations 
between organizations and constituents—at every stage 
of organizational development.  Barry Liberts thinks it’s 
a good thing and tells you why. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Connecting With the “Overqualified” Job Candidate:
Why the Highly Skilled Candidate May Be the Best 
One for the Job (and Five Ways to Connect With 
Her) A recent Harvard Business Review article suggests
that when you ignore “overqualified” candidates, you’re
missing out on the opportunity to add highly qualified 
talent to your organization. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
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Quotations on “Goals”
It’s all right to aim high if you have plenty of ammunition.
Hawley R. Everhart
He that would have fruit must climb the tree.
Thomas Fuller
If you don’t know where you’re going, you’ll end up some-
where else.
Yogi Berra
How foolish you would be to start on a journey without
knowing where you wanted to go. Have you ever sat down and
seriously drawn up a plan for your life?  Have you ever deliber-
ately mapped out where you want to go during your life’s jour-
ney?  Now, isn’t your life infinitely more important to you than
any journey you may take?  Why, therefore, not devote the most
earnest effort to plan your life, to set for yourself a goal?  We are
now at the New Year season.  Isn’t this a peculiarly appropriate
time to look ahead, to indulge in solemn thinking, to formulate
life plans, to lay down a definite course to follow?
B. C. Forbes
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CVEP Appoints Thomas Flavin
New President and CEO
Following an exhaustive and careful six-month search, the
Coachella Valley Economic Partnership (CVEP) has announced the
appointment of Thomas Flavin to the position of president and chief
executive officer. Most recently the president and CEO of
enterpriseSeattle in Washington State, where he directed a business
development program to strengthen industry cluster opportunities in
clean technology, interactive media and life sciences for the Puget
Sound region, Flavin began his new CVEP role last month.
“Tom’s breadth of experience in business and economic devel-
opment, emerging technologies and public/private partnerships will
further define CVEP and keep it focused on its goals,” said Clifford
Daniels, CVEP board chair. “He has the entrepreneurial spirit, drive
and know-how the organization needs to continue fulfilling the eco-
nomic potential of the desert region, as we have outlined and are
actively pursuing with the Coachella Valley Economic Blueprint.”
At enterpriseSeattle, Flavin, a Vietnam veteran, led the rejuve-
nation and recapitalization of the regional economic development
organization for King County and its 39 cities, encompassing a pop-
ulation of 1.9 million. Previously, as president and CEO of the
Denver-based public/private partnership organization Southeast
Business Partnership, he directed the development and implementa-
tion of programs addressing key community issues in the south
Denver metro region—including economic development, trans-
portation, workforce growth and policy formulation, as well as
administrative, financial and personnel management.
“With nearly 40 years of progressive work in civic management,
public/private business initiatives and marketing, Tom’s executive
qualifications are rare,” said Lee Morcus, CVEP board member and
CEO search team chair, as well as chair of the Palm Springs Desert
Resorts Convention and Visitors Authority (CVA) Hospitality
Business Council. “His background covers all of CVEP’s key
development areas, and his leadership should help strengthen the
working relationship between CVEP and CVA as the organizations
foster sustainable and diversified year-round economic expansion—
as measured by capital attraction/investment and job growth.”
Thomas Flavin additionally served eight years as mayor, coun-
cilman and planning commissioner for the City of Burbank.   As
president and CEO of Burbank-based Business Government
Partnership, he spearheaded public and private community develop-
ment projects for cities including Ventura, Camarillo and Alhambra.
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The unstated goals of this exer-
cise in money printing are to lower
the exchange value of the dollar and
to lower real wages by causing inflation to increase relative to money
wages. The former set off a fire storm of criticism at the G-20 meet-
ing in Seoul, Korea increasing the risk of growth-dampening trade
policies and as for the latter, although a theoretically appealing way
of lowering the unemployment rate, it’s hard to see how a lower real
wage in the construction industry, for example, will stimulate hous-
ing construction. Nevertheless, from an aggregate perspective a path
to a more fully-employed economy could very well be through the
wage adjustment process. That process is well underway in many
sectors of the economy with the growing use of two-tier wage con-
tracts and mandatory furloughs. 
The risks associated with the policy are that by monetizing the
Federal deficit, it could lead to far more inflation than the Fed fore-
casts; it could engender a dollar crisis that would make it far more
difficult to fund our fiscal deficit and it could negatively impact the
dollar as the world’s reserve currency. Obviously, the additions to the
Fed balance sheet will make it more difficult to unwind the extraor-
dinarily easy monetary policy of the past few years. 
To us, a real risk is that the policy doesn’t work in reducing unem-
ployment thereby lowering the Fed’s credibility. Indeed, clear signs
of the Fed losing some of its credibility where a sell-off in the bond
market more than undid the interest rate declines that took place in
September and October and a surge in the prices of globally traded
commodities that took place in anticipation of the quantitative easing
policy. 
In essence, market fears of future inflation and/or dollar weak-
ness have offset much of the positive effects that were to come from
rising bond prices 
Although it wasn’t called quantitative easing at the time, the Fed
followed a balance sheet expansion policy in the context of near zero
short-term interest rates during the 1930s. Then Fed chairman,
Mariner Eccles characterized the effectiveness of monetary policy as
“pushing on a string.” All it did was increase bank reserves without
transmitting any stimulus to the real economy, much like today. 
After all, from late 2007 to the present, bank reserves increased
nearly 30-fold with minimal upside effects on the economy. That is
why Chairman Bernanke is stressing the asset market channel rather
than the banking channel to transmit monetary policy. Of course it
certainly can be argued that reserve expansion put a floor underneath
the economy preventing something far worse. But, we must keep in
mind a Fed without credibility is a clear negative for the economy,
think the 1970s. While a Fed with credibility certainly aided the 25
year 1982-2007 boom. 
Our Forecast 
Our view is that the new Fed policy will be modestly helpful and
the most recent economic data have been encouraging. As a result,
we have revised up both our real GDP and inflation forecasts from
last quarter, but unfortunately even with jobs gains averaging
150,000 a month in 2011 and 200,000 a month in 2012, unemploy-
ment will remain above 9% through the third quarter of 2012. We
expect that real GDP will grow at a continued on page 8
Risky...
continued from pg. 3
“In sum, on its current economic trajectory, the United States
runs the risk of seeing millions of workers unemployed or
underemployed for many years. As a society, we should find
that outcome unacceptable.”
—Ben S. Bernanke, “Rebalancing the Global Recovery,”
Nov. 19, 2010
REAL ESTATE NOTES
On Behalf of LNR Property Corporation
The Geraci-Chenoweth-Gutierrez-Wood Team, or GCGW, of
Voit Real Estate Services, has announced the completed $18.1 mil-
lion sale of 45 acres of industrial land in Riverside on behalf of LNR
Property Corporation of Newport Beach.
The GCGW Team was with CB Richard Ellis at the time the deal
was closed. Recently, the entire team has joined Voit as the found-
ing members of Voit’s newest and tenth office, which is located in the
Inland Empire. The team is comprised of industrial brokers Frank
Geraci, Walt Chenoweth, Patrick Wood and Juan Gutierrez, as well
as Senior Marketing Assistant Aditi McCann.
The buyer, Sysco Corporation, is the global leader in selling, mar-
keting and distributing food products to restaurants, healthcare and
educational facilities, and lodging establishments.
“Our team assisted LNR Property Corporation, a financially
strong and experienced master developer, by marketing the property
as the ideal platform for expanding Sysco’s business. The property
is located in the center of rapidly growing Riverside County in the
heart of the Inland Empire, within a mile of the 215 Freeway near
three interchanges within close proximity to the Ontario National
Airport—all of which are attractive components for a distribution
company,” said Chenoweth, executive vice president of Voit’s Inland
Empire office. “This particular deal was challenging, as the property
was in escrow for a total of 26 months.”
The property is located at Opportunity Way and Meridian
Parkway within the Meridian Business Park in Riverside. The
Meridian Business Park is a master-planned property designed for
company growth. Meridian Business Park is home to several other
food users, including Tesco, McLane Food Service and 2 Sisters
Food Group.
Sysco Corporation was represented in the transaction by Tim
O’Rourke and Mike Fowler of Jones Lang LaSalle.
LNR Property Corporation is headquartered in Newport Beach,
and is supported by five regional offices across the United States. 
McCarthy Building Companies Constructing a New High
School in Rancho Mirage 
McCarthy Building Companies, Inc., one of the premier school
builders in the U.S., is constructing the $99.3 million high school in
Rancho Mirage for Palm Springs Unified School District (PSUSD).
The 332,000-square-foot high school is being constructed on 60 plus
acres near DaVall Drive and Ramon Road in the city of Rancho
Mirage.
“The new 2,200 student capacity high school will alleviate over-
crowding from other high schools in the district,” said Mike Sattley,
PSUSD project manager. “Plus, constructing in the current econom-
ic climate is cost effective,” he added. Funding for the school is pro-
vided by local Bond Measures E and T. The school was also provid-
ed with a $3 million grant from the California Career Technical
Education Program for construction of the culinary kitchen, multime-
dia/video classroom and mechanic/transportation lab.
Sattley added, “The District and McCarthy have been working
well together on the high school, and the project is moving forward
as scheduled.”
Serving as general contractor for the buildings and site package
as well as construction manager for continued on page 9
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Top Colleges and Universities in the Inland Empire
Ranked by 2010 Enrollment
Institution Students: Faculty: Type of Institution Tuition & Fees: On Campus: Top Local Exec.
Address Total Enrollment Full-Time Year Founded Calif. Resident Room & Board Title
City, State, Zip Student-Faculty Ratio Part-Time Non-Resident (Avg. Yearly Cost) Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
California State Polytechnic Univ. Pomona 21,190 559 Public, 4-Year and Graduate $3,564 $9,120 Dr. Michael Ortiz
1. 3801 West Temple Ave. 21:2 482 1938 $4,272 President
Pomona, CA 91768 (909) 869-2290/869-4535
www.csupomona.edu
University of California, Riverside 18,925 820 Public University $2,839 $13,280 Timothy White
2. 900 University Ave. 22:1 96 1954 $9,709 Chancellor
Riverside, CA 92521 (951) 827-1012/827-4362
tim.white@ucr.edu
California State University, San Bernardino 17,072 1,100 Public, 4-Year and Grad. $1,350 Per Qrt., Undergrad. $4,185-7,110 Albert K. Karnig
3. 5500 University Parkway 22:1 1,000 1965 $226 Per Unit+Fees, Non-Res. President
San Bernardino, CA 92407-2397 $1,513 Per Qtr., Grad. (909) 537-5188/537-7034
akarnig@csusb.edu
University of Phoenix 9,850 2 Private $475 Per Unit/Undergrad. N/A Bill Pepuicello
4. 3110 Guasti Rd. 10:1 489 1976 $625 Per Unit/Grad. President
Ontario, CA 91761 (909) 937-2407/969-2459
www.phoenix.edu
University of La Verne 8,328 194 Private $26,910 Undergrad. $10,920 Steve Morgan
5. 1950 Third St. 13:5 422 1891 President
La Verne, CA 91750 (909) 593-3511/971-2294
smorgan@ulv.edu
California State University San Marcos 7,502 228 Public $1,825 Per Semester $5,800-$8,160 per yr. Karen S. Haynes
6. 333 S. Twin Oaks Valley Road 22.3:1 225 4-Year and Graduate $2,171 Per Semester depending on 10-12 mo. President
San Marcos, CA 92096-0001 1989 occ. or single/double (760) 750-4000/750-4033
www.csusm.edu/cbq
University of Redlands 4,317 214 Private Undergrad $31,994 $10,122 James Appleton
7. P.O. Box 3080, 1200 E. Colton Ave. 12:1 266 1907 Grad. $30,326 President
Redlands, CA 92373-0999 (909) 748-8390/335-4076
www.redlands.edu
Loma Linda University 4,100 2,500 Private/Health Sci. $520 Per Unit na Richard H. Hart
8. 11060 Anderson St. na 1905 na President
Loma Linda, CA 92354 (909) 558-4540/558-0242
rhart@llu.edu
California Baptist University 3,909 128 Comprehensive Private $23,500 $30,070 Dr. Ronald L. Ellis
9. 8432 Magnolia Ave. 16:1 85 1950 (Includes Tuition) President
Riverside, CA 92504 (951) 689-5771/351-1808
www.calbaptist.com
Chapman University (Ontario Campus) 2,554 4 Private $345 Per Unit/Undergrad. N/A Al DiStefano
10. 3990 Concours Dr., Ste. 100 15:1 50 -60 (Non-Profit) $415 Per Unit/Grad. Director
Ontario, CA 91764 1861 (Orange) (909) 481-1804/481-9510
ont@chapman.edu
Western University of Health Sciences 2,399 184 Graduate University Varies by Program N/A Dr. Philip Pumerantz, Ph.D.
11. 309 E. Second St./College Plaza 16:1 800 of Medical Sciences $17,500 - $28,010 Founding President
Pomona, CA 91766-1854 1977 (909) 623-6116/620-5456
www.westernu.edu
Claremont Graduate University 2,044 95 Private (Non-Profit) Graduate Research $16,849 $8,500 Per 10 Month Year Debra Freund
12. 150 E. 10th St. 12:1 72 1925 Per Semester President
Claremont, CA 91711 (909) 621-8000/607-7911
Pomona College 1,522 178 Public $35,625 $12,220 David Oxtoby
13. 550 N. College Ave. 8:1 39 1887 President
Claremont, CA 91711 (909) 621-8131/621-8671
president@pomona.edu
Claremont McKenna College 1,211 150 4-Year Undergraduate $37,060 N/A Pamela B. Gann
14. 500 E. Ninth St. 8:1 21 1946 President
Claremont, CA 91711 (909) 621-8088/621-8790
www.claremontmckenna.edu
La Sierra University 1,051 122 Private $620 Per Unit/Undergrad $2,236 Per Quarter Randall Wisbey
15. 4500 Riverwalk Parkway 15:1 95 1922 $570 Per Unit/Grad. President
Riverside, CA 92515 (951) 785-2000/785-2406
rwisbey@lasierra.edu
Pitzer College 1,000 75 4-Year Undergrad., Coed, $35,912 $10,212 Dr. Laura Trombley
16. 1050 N. Mills Ave. N/A 10 Private, Liberal Arts $29,852 President
Claremont, CA 91711 1963 (909) 621-8129/621-8479
admissions@pitzercollege.com
Scripps College 944 80 Private/Liberal Arts $37,736 $11,500 Lora Bettison-Varga
17. 1030 Columbia Ave. 10.2:1 28 1926 $35,850 President
Claremont, CA 91711 (909) 621-8148/607-8004
www.scrippscollege.edu
continued on page. 34
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2% plus annual rate through the
third quarter of 2011 and then ramp
up to a 3% or so growth rate. With
respect to inflation, we are less fearful of deflation than Chairman
Bernanke and we expect consumer price inflation to be at or above
the Fed’s informal 2% target by late next year. The higher apartment
rents, now being reported by the publicly traded apartment REITs,
will soon find their way into the consumer price index. 
Why with such high unemployment is economic growth so slug-
gish? Historically, steep downturns are followed by steep upturns, but
not this time. As we argued last quarter and previously, the economy
is suffering from a debt hangover that will require many years of
deleveraging to recover from. Consumption growth, instead of run-
ning at an historical 3% rate is now slogging along at a 2% clip as
consumers increase their savings rate to repair their tattered balance
sheets. Furthermore, with real wages stagnant, debt constrained con-
sumers do not have the wherewithal to go on a consumption binge. 
In fact, the economy just might be suffering from a new version
of Keynes’ paradox of thrift. In the 1930s, Keynes argued that where-
as savings for an individual was a virtue, for an economy in recession
it is a vice because if every household cuts back on consumption, the
entire economy remains mired in a slump. Today, however, with very
low interest rates, consumers and pension funds have to save more
and/or increase their contributions to achieve their target stock of
savings. Moreover, it goes without saying that those consumers who
are already retired are being forced to cut back on consumption
because of reduced interest income. Thus, one of the challenges fac-
ing the Fed’s quantitative easing policy is that lower interest rates
could have the perverse effect of lowering consumption rather than
increasing it. 
Furthermore, much of the increase in consumption is going to
imports. Where a year ago net exports were contributing to growth, it
is now inhibiting growth. That is why a weaker dollar is necessary
part of the adjustment process in that it would work to reduce imports
and increase exports. Of course, the adjustment process would be
made easier if China moved with greater alacrity with respect to the
upward revaluation of its currency. Nevertheless, in order for net
exports to structurally improve, the savings rate has to rise. Why?
The U.S. now consumes more than it produces and borrows the dif-
ference from abroad. If consumption were reduced to equal produc-
tion, the savings rate would rise and the trade deficit would disappear. 
The Restructuring of State and Local Government 
Although most business cycles have similar characteristics, each
cycle is different in its own way. In the current one instead of the state
and local sector gradually increasing throughout the business cycle,
this time it is in decline. Simply put, the state and local government
is now undergoing the same type of restructuring that the private sec-
tor has endured over the past two decades. As a result, we do not
expect any meaningful growth in state and local spending over the
next several years. That is to say, the tax base cannot keep up with the
growth in public employee pension and Medicaid outlays, and as a
consequence other sectors of state and local budgets will be
squeezed. This phenomenon will be reinforced by the election of a
flock of new budget cutting governors last November. Over the long-
run, the growth path of Medicaid and pension expenditures, of neces-
sity, will be lowered. 
Conclusion 
Despite all of the issues outlined above, the economy will contin-
ue to muddle through with modest growth and distressingly high
unemployment. The economy is healing, albeit at too slow of a pace,
but we forecast there will be an
Risky...
continued from pg. 6
continued on page 39
SALES AND CUSTOMER RELATIONS   
We Are the Champions: Seven Tips
for Turning Your Customers Into
Fans for Life
By Maribeth Kuzmeski
No matter what industry or profession you’re in, there are tons of
ways to win over your customers and create brand loyalists who keep
coming back. Below are a few easy-to-implement ideas that will help
you turn any customer into a fan for life. And though these tips
address specific professions and businesses, keep in mind that great
customer service translates across industries. Carefully consider each
of them and think about how you can modify them to improve the
service you provide your customers:
Offer flexible office hours. If you’re an attorney, financial advi-
sor, or other professional whose clients are small business owners or
any other busy business-type, you might consider offering to meet
with them on evenings or Saturdays rather than during regular busi-
ness hours. In doing so, you show them that you understand the time
they spend with their business is essential and make it easier for them
to do business with you.
Handle problems quickly. This is especially important for hotels
and other hospitality services. Understand that your guests don’t need
you when everything is going as planned. It’s when something goes
wrong that they need great customer service to right their proverbial
ship. When you’re presented with a guest’s problem, provide solu-
tions on the spot.
“For example, if a busy guest’s luggage zipper breaks, what can
you do to help?” says Kuzmeski. “Well, you might offer a coupon for
a new piece of luggage from the hotel’s store. Keep spare luggage on
hand for guests with a problem. Or simply offer to tape the luggage
shut to ensure it makes it home safely. Figure out what you can do to
get it right when something is going wrong for your guests, and they
will keep coming back.”
Show them what you’ve got…before the big day. If you are a
caterer, baker, florist, wedding planner, or any other professional who
helps plan the most important or special days of your clients’ lives,
always give them an unexpected taste of what you have to offer
before the big day. 
For example, a wedding caterer might show up at the bride’s
house a week before the wedding with a sampling of hors d’oeuvres.
Or a florist might send the happy couple a bouquet of flowers two
weeks in advance. By doing so, you show your clients that you care
about them and also give them a preview of the great service you’ll
provide on the big day.
Offer friendlier skies (and waiting rooms). Many people today
view airports, and flying in general, as the places where all great cus-
tomer service goes to die. In fact, often you can walk up to a ticket
counter or onto a plane and never even have the airline employee
make eye contact. If you work for an airline, know that many travel-
ers today would just like to be acknowledged. Show your customers
you’re happy they chose to fly with you. 
The same holds true, of course, for any business in any industry.
“Medical office reception areas can also sometimes be low on great
customer service,” says Kuzmeski. continued on page 20
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STOCK CHART
Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation’s leading investment banking and financial
advisory organizations. All stock data on this page is provided by
Duff & Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recom-
mendation is intended or implied. (310) 689-0070.
Five Most Active Stocks
Advances 9
Declines 3
Unchanged 0
New Highs 3
New Lows 0
Monthly Summary
12/21/10
Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM - Not Meaningful
American States Water Company 
Basin Water Inc.
Channell Commercial Corp. 
CVB Financial Corp. 
Emrise Corp. 
Hansen Natural Corporation (H)
Hot Topic Inc. 
Kaiser Federal Financial Group, Inc. (H)
Outdoor Channel Holdings, Inc. (H)
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc.
Provident Financial Holdings Inc.
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc. 20,709,580
Hansen Natural Corporation 17,480,310
CVB Financial Corp. 11,522,430
Hot Topic Inc. 11,271,680
American States Water Company 4,731,390
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month 69,118,040 
Ticker 12/21/10 11/30/10 %Chg. 52 Week 52 Week Current P/E Exchange
Close Price Open Price Month High Low Ratio
AWR
BWTR.Q
CHNL
CVBF
ERI
HANS
HOTT
KFFG
OUTD
FACE
PROV
WPI
34.01 36.58 -7.0 39.61 31.20 24.5 NYSE
0.003 0.003 12.0 0.02 0.00 NM OTCPK
0.08 0.10 -13.7 2.50 0.05 NM OTCPK
8.59 7.87 9.1 11.85 6.61 13.0 NASDAQGS
0.96 1.00 -4.4 1.35 0.46 NM ARCA
53.84 53.22 1.2 54.75 24.01 23.2 NASDAQGS
6.57 6.13 7.2 9.96 4.58 NM NASDAQGS
10.44 9.66 8.1 10.49 7.26 37.0 NASDAQGM
7.01 6.49 8.0 7.30 4.31 NM NASDAQGM
3.67 3.48 5.5 4.24 1.90 NM NASDAQGS
6.76 6.70 0.9 7.19 2.46 6.5 NASDAQGS
51.41 48.74 5.5 52.20 37.26 27.8 NYSE
Company Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close Month Change
CVB Financial Corp.  8.59 7.87 0.72 9.1%
Kaiser Federal Financial Group, Inc. (H) 10.44 9.66 0.78 8.1%
Outdoor Channel Holdings, Inc. (H) 7.01 6.49 0.52 8.0%
Hot Topic Inc.  6.57 6.13 0.44 7.2%
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc.  51.41 48.74 2.67 5.5%
Company Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close Month Change
American States Water Company  34.01 36.58 -2.57 -7.0%
Provident Financial Holdings Inc.  6.76 6.70 0.06 0.9%
Hansen Natural Corporation (H) 53.84 53.22 0.62 1.2%
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc.  3.67 3.48 0.19 5.5%
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc.  51.41 48.74 2.67 5.5%
THE GAINERS
Top five, by percentage
THE LOSERS
Top five, by percentage
January 2011
the offsite package, McCarthy
recently completed mass grading
and is currently constructing the
underground site utilities and the building foundations. Sattley said
he expects the structural steel portion of the buildings to be topped-
out by mid-2011.
With architectural design by HDA Group of Gilbert, Arizona, the
two-level steel structure and plaster finish school consists of nine
buildings—an administration building, library, math and science,
performing arts center, athletic building, English and social studies,
cafeteria and a central plant. Included on-site are a football stadium
with concessions, basketball and tennis courts, baseball, soccer and
softball fields, plus parking areas for students and staff. The offsite
package includes permanent utilities and a new roadway.
“The extensive utility work on this previously undeveloped site
offers some of the most challenging aspects of this high school proj-
ect,” said Bonnie Martin, McCarthy’s project director for the high
school. “McCarthy is working closely with the local utility agencies
(water, sewer and power) to construct the project’s utilities. We are
also in close contact with the Division of the State Architect to obtain
timely approvals on deferred submittals such as steel joists and the
fire sprinkler system.”
“The location of the project poses further construction chal-
lenges,” she added. “Site conditions such as extremely sandy soil,
site access, maintaining compaction, dust control and erosion also
add to the project’s complexity.”
Construction scheduling calls for the stadium and playfields to be
built concurrently with the buildings. The performing arts center will
feature a state-of-the-art sound sys-
Real Estate...
continued from pg. 6
continued on page 18
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SUCCESSES AND FAILURES IN BUSINESS
The 2010 Execution Round-Up: Companies That Couldn’t “Get It Done”
This Year and Those That Did
It’s that time of year again:
time for business owners and
senior executives to take stock
of the past 12 months. What did
2010 look like for you and your
company? Did you struggle to
regain your post-recession foot-
ing? Were employees engaged
and focused? Are financials on
track? The questions you could
ask during your year-end
assessment are endless. But
according to Rick Lepsinger,
there’s only one that really mat-
ters: Did your company effec-
tively execute its plans and ini-
tiatives?
“If an organization can’t get
things done, nothing else mat-
ters—not the smartest strategy,
not the most innovative busi-
ness model, not even game-
changing technology,” observes
Lepsinger, president of OnPoint
Consulting and author of
“Closing the Execution Gap:
How Great Leaders and Their
Companies Get Results .” “And
for many companies, there is a
clear gap between intent and
execution—we’ve seen plenty
of evidence this year.”
Lepsinger's research uncov-
ered five characteristics and
competencies, which he calls
“The Five Bridges,” that enable
people to traverse this execution
gap. It is these bridges that dif-
ferentiate the companies that
are consistently able to get
things done from those that
aren’t. (Lepsinger calls the for-
mer “Gap Closers” and the lat-
ter “Gap Makers”—and he pro-
files some well-known exam-
ples of each in his book.)
Execution Gap Maker #1:
BP (Need we say more?) 
It’s obvious from recent
events that BP experienced an
enormous execution gap. (More
like a chasm, really.) Had the
company focused on recogniz-
ing and closing that gap, it
would have prevented this
year’s unprecedented disaster.
Lepsinger says that while the oil
spill is a complex and tragic
event, the cause can be traced
back to BP’s failure to build the
critical bridges described in his
book “Closing the Execution
Gap.”
Lepsinger notes that leading
up to and after the oil spill BP
violated almost all the guide-
lines of effective execution,
including lacking an effective
structure and lacking clear
accountability. These gaps cre-
ated another problem for them:
In the critical stages following
the spill, BP was unable to get
input from those who had the
knowledge and experience to
make the best decisions about
how to handle it. 
What’s more, BP failed to
empower people to use their
best judgment and take appro-
priate action. Consider that
hours before the explosion the
rig crew was arguing about the
best way to finish the oil well
and move the rig to the next
site. A Transocean mechanic
testified that he overheard a
“company man” telling rig
workers “how it’s going to be,”
and that although the rig work-
ers felt the plan was too risky,
they reluctantly agreed. And
just after the explosion, as
workers were scrambling for
safety, a worker was yelled at
by the captain (who worked for
the rig’s owner, Transocean) for
pressing the distress button
without authorization, and when
another worker was asked if he
had called to shore for help, he
said he had not because he did
not have permission to do so. 
The “BRIDGE” that failed:
Employee Involvement in
Decision Making...among oth-
ers. 
THE LESSON: 
In order for any company to
execute successfully, the right
people have to be involved with
the right decisions. BP provides
a devastating example of what
can happen when this isn’t the
case. 
“Obviously, this lesson is
even more critical when there is
as much at stake as there was in
the BP disaster,” notes
Lepsinger. “But really for any
company trying to gain footing
in a constantly changing busi-
ness environment and tough
economy, empowering the right
people to make the right deci-
sions can be the difference
between landing that next great
customer or account or not.” 
Execution Gap Maker #2:
Nokia 
Nokia’s share of the world-
wide market for mobile phones
continued to slip in 2010. It may
surprise you to learn that about
five years before Apple intro-
duced the iPhone and three
years before it launched an
online applications store, Nokia
was ready to introduce its own
Internet-ready touch screen
handset with a large display and
had an early design of an online
applications store. So what hap-
pened? Why was this once-
dominant player unable to exe-
cute and maintain its market
position? 
“It appears Nokia was not
able to coordinate decisions and
activities across departments or
levels of management,” says
Lepsinger. “Many innovative
ideas became the victims of in-
fighting among managers who
had competing objectives. Plus,
as a result of a lack of cross-
organizational coordination and
cooperation, Nokia wasn’t able
to improve its proprietary oper-
ating system, Symbian, which
would have allowed it to sup-
port a more sophisticated smart-
phone.” 
It's critical that organiza-
tions learn to coordinate and
collaborate decisions across
organizational boundaries. But
doing so requires more than
faith and words alone. 
“Shared goals and clearly
defined roles provide the foun-
dation upon which cooperation
and coordination can be built,”
notes Lepsinger. “In addition,
people must be held account-
able for results. This requires a
combination of direct leader
behavior and systems that
encourage and reinforce the
appropriate behavior among
employees.”
Execution Gap Maker #3:
Johnson & Johnson 
It’s been a bad year for J&J.
Since 2009 McNeil Consumer
Healthcare, the J&J division
that makes over-the-counter
drugs, has had eight recalls,
including popular children’s
versions of Tylenol, Motrin,
Benadryl, and Zyrtec. Most dis-
turbingly was what has been
called the “phantom recall,” in
which contractors hired by J&J
carried out a scheme to buy
every package of Motrin by
going store to store without
informing the FDA. 
“Poor execution doesn’t
happen overnight,” states
Lepsinger. “It can often be
traced back to a pattern of
behavior that gradually erodes a
company’s ability to deliver
consistent high-quality results.
At J&J it may go back to 2005
when employees reported a lack
of alignment between manager
behavior and company values
and policies. When one million
bottles of St. Joseph aspirin
failed a quality test after a sam-
ple did not dissolve properly,
quality workers who blocked
the distribution of the bottles
claimed their supervisor
ordered them to retest the drugs
and then average the scores to
get a passing grade. 
continued on page 26
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The County of San Bernardino Workforce
Investment Board and Workforce Development
Department is ready to assist your business at no
cost with the following services:
• Recruitment assistance
• Funds to train new employees
• Labor market information
• Pre-screened qualified
applicants
• Access to a large applicant pool
• Facilities available for
recruitments
• Layoff prevention assistance
• Outplacement of laid-off
workers
• Hiring tax credits
FREE BUSINESS WORKSHOPS
9650 9th St., Rancho Cucamonga
To Register Call 951-781-2345 or visit www.iesmallbusiness.com
Attention Business Owners
San Bernardino County Workforce Investment Board Funds
Innovative Program
Improve Business...Create More Jobs!
5 Months of World Class Business Coaching at NO COST to you.
Funded by the County WIB to help YOU improve your business
and create more jobs in our county!
This is a VERY intense program suited for the business owner
driven by success!
Program includes:
• Business Health Assessment
• Goal Alignment Consultation
• Operational Plan Development
• Weekly Coaching to ensure plan implementation
• DISC Communication Assessments to improve teamwork
• Opportunity to grow profits save jobs
Program Funds are EXTREMELY Limited!
Call 951.543.9901 to see if you qualify!
CVEP Appoints Thomas Flavin
New President and CEO 
Extensive Economic Development, Community
Leadership Highlight Experience
Following an exhaustive and careful six-month search, the
Coachella Valley Economic Partnership (CVEP) has announced the
appointment of Thomas Flavin to the position of president and chief
executive officer. Most recently the president and CEO of
enterpriseSeattle in Washington State, where he directed a business
development program to strengthen industry cluster opportunities in
clean technology, interactive media and life sciences for the Puget
Sound region, Flavin began his new CVEP role last month.
“Tom’s breadth of experience in business and economic develop-
ment, emerging technologies and public/private partnerships will fur-
ther define CVEP and keep it focused on its goals,” said Clifford
Daniels, CVEP board chair. “He has the entrepreneurial spirit, drive
and know-how the organization needs to continue fulfilling the eco-
nomic potential of the desert region, as we have outlined and are
actively pursuing with the Coachella Valley Economic Blueprint.”
At enterpriseSeattle, Flavin, a Vietnam veteran, led the rejuvena-
tion and recapitalization of the regional economic development
organization for King County and its 39 cities, encompassing a pop-
ulation of 1.9 million. Previously, as president and CEO of the
Denver-based public/private partnership organization Southeast
Business Partnership, he directed the development and implementa-
tion of programs addressing key community issues in the south
Denver metro region—including economic development, transporta-
tion, workforce growth and policy formulation, as well as administra-
tive, financial and personnel management.
“With nearly 40 years of progressive work in civic management,
public/private business initiatives and marketing, Tom's executive
qualifications are rare,” said Lee Morcus, CVEP board member and
CEO search team chair, as well as chair of the Palm Springs Desert
Resorts Convention and Visitors Authority (CVA) Hospitality
Business Council. “His background covers all of CVEP's key devel-
opment areas, and his leadership should help strengthen the working
relationship between CVEP and CVA as the organizations foster sus-
tainable and diversified year-round economic expansion—as meas-
ured by capital attraction/investment and job growth.”
Thomas Flavin additionally served eight years as mayor, council-
man and planning commissioner for the City of Burbank. As presi-
dent and CEO of Burbank-based Business Government Partnership,
he spearheaded public and private community development projects
for cities including Ventura, Camarillo and Alhambra.
investment with a sizeable price
tag. City officials are increasingly
looking to accomplish their project
goals with a private sector partner.
Public-private partnerships (PPPs), often used interchangeably
with privatization, are not revolutionary; they have been used in the
United States long before it declared independence. They have,
however, revolutionized the provision of public infrastructure-based
services since the 1980s. Today, the average American city works
with private partners to perform 23 out of 65 basic municipal serv-
ices.
Thanks to a multi-prong (PPP), the $17.5 million Magnolia at
Highland project transforms a blighted automotive site into 80 units
of high quality, affordable housing for seniors, retains a one-acre
parcel of land for future sale or development opportunities, and cre-
ates a future stream of income that
Public Private...
continued from pg. 3
continued on page 18
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The 2011
Street Banner Program
is Back!
Ten Months of Exposure on Major
Montclair Streets dine Montclair
The Montclair Chamber of Commerce is now taking orders for the
sixth annual street banner program.  The 2011 banner will continue
to encourage the idea of shopping and dining in Montclair so that
the tax dollars can be put to work in the Montclair community.
Your business or family name will be imprinted on both sides of a
professional grade, vinyl fabric, 84" x 30" banner, which will be
hung on pre-selected light poles along major thoroughfares
throughout the city for 10 months between January & November.
You can choose either option for imprinting and Chamber staff can
assist you with this.
The Montclair Chamber of Commerce street banner program sup-
ports the Montclair Online to College program which offers
Montclair high school students the opportunity to attend Chaffey
College at no cost. Your sponsorship of a street banner will directly
benefit a student in Montclair.
There are a limited number of banners available, so act now.   Your
contribution may be tax deductible - contact your tax professional
for details.
Price Per Banner - Ten months of Exposure
Chamber member $500             Non-member $550
Shared Banners may be available for $250 members and $275 non- members, in
the print style only.  If you are interested in sharing a banner with another busi-
ness, please let us know.
For questions, information or to reserve your spot
please call 624-4569.
Banner placement is based on first right of refusal, Chamber membership and
first come, first served.  The Montclair Chamber of Commerce reserves the right
to change the style or graphics of the banner or cancel the campaign. 
Any money collected will be returned.
FREEWAY LINCOLN MERCURY
BUILDING GETS NEW OWNER 
Activity continues at the San Bernardino Auto Center, as Toyota
of San Bernardino’s President Cliff Cummings has just acquired the
building that once housed the former Freeway-Lincoln Mercury car
dealership, located at 1600 Camino Real.
Facing Interstate 215 at the entrance to the city, the former deal-
ership consists of three buildings, which sit on a 3.31 acre parcel of
land and employed approximately 45 people before ceasing its oper-
ations in the summer of 2008. In a current state of disrepair, the
acquisition is yet another sign of the revitalization underway at the
San Bernardino Auto Center.
“The location is in pretty bad shape and will take some time
before we can actually make it functional,” said Cummings. “If you
want to attract buyers, image is key and we want to do all we can to
increase the visibility and awareness of the auto center.”
Stripped of everything imaginable, amid a sea of broken glass,
restoration to the dealership will begin immediately. Cummings pre-
dicts the dealership will be operational by January 2011, utilizing the
space for vehicle storage, display or perhaps another franchise, high-
lighting it as an entryway into the city. 
With an increase of 17 percent in its workforce over last year,
Toyota of San Bernardino is set to add even more members to its
staff, due to the anticipated number of employees needed to make the
location functional once again. 
Cummings says that the signs of the economy rebounding from
the recession are everywhere, and sees the auto center providing the
Inland Empire as a source for a variety of well paying jobs, such as
mechanics, landscapers, security, sales executives and other adminis-
tration professionals. 
“Our plans are to fuel growth and expand market share,” contin-
ued Cummings. “This is a prime location, which will go a long way
in helping us to do just that.
from the California Energy
Commission (CEC) for construction
and operation of the Rice Solar
Energy Project. This approval, the key state-level permit for the 150-
megawatt solar power tower project, was achieved in the record time
of less than 13 months from the initial application, a testimony to the
state’s commitment to solar energy and other renewable energy solu-
tions in California.
Located on previously-disturbed, private land 30 miles northwest
of Blythe in eastern Riverside County, SolarReserve’s Rice Solar
Energy Project will supply approximately 450,000 megawatt hours
annually of zero-emission electricity to Californians—enough to
power up to 68,000 homes during peak electricity periods—utilizing
its innovative energy storage capabilities. The project, which has a
25-year power purchase agreement with Pacific Gas & Electric
(PG&E) for the sale of the electricity generated by the project, is
expected to employ nearly 500 skilled workers during construction
and generate an estimated 5,300 direct and induced jobs for the
region. In addition, the project has an annual operating budget esti-
mated at more than $5.0 million, much of it expected to be spent
locally, and the project is forecasted to generate $48 million in tax
revenues for the state over the first 10 years of operation.
“Today is a bright day for California,” said California Energy
Commission Chairman Karen Douglas. “By approving the Rice Solar
Energy Project, California continues to demonstrate its leadership
and commitment to support clean, renewable energy. These solar
projects will reinvigorate our economy and bring jobs to hard-hit
communities. As we look to harness more renewable sources of ener-
gy by 2020, California leads the nation by embracing the power of
the sun.”
Regarding today’s favorable announcement, SolarReserve CEO
Kevin Smith said, “We are extremely pleased that the CEC has
authorized us to move forward on our Rice Solar Energy Project, and
recognize the commitment from the state to ensure reliable, clean
energy for all Californians. SolarReserve is a California-based com-
pany with American technology that was developed here in the state,
so it’s even more gratifying to be building this project in California,
creating significant economic benefits and new jobs for the region.”
Utilizing an advanced molten salt system technology under
exclusive worldwide license to SolarReserve from Pratt Whitney &
Rocketdyne, a division of United Technologies Corporation, the Rice
Solar Energy Project has the ability
SolarReserve...
continued from pg. 3
continued on page 39
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BUSINESS GROWTH
The Future of Business Is Social: Seven Principles That Lead to Social Success
and the Companies Already Getting Them Right
More  and more, companies
are realizing the revenue-driv-
ing value of connecting socially
and collaboratively with their
customers.
Let’s face it: The business
world is changing. Rapidly.
While the object of the game is
still to drive revenue, the meth-
ods have changed. Instead of a
monolithic one-way interaction,
business is now being conducted
through constant and meaning-
ful two-way conversations
between organizations and con-
stituents—at every stage of
organizational development.
And it’s a good thing, too.
Not so long ago, the object
of the game was to be cutthroat
and dictatorial about business,
and it helped if you could check
your emotions and personality at
the door. Deep down, did most
of us really buy the old “nothing
personal—it’s just business”
line? Of course not! After all,
building a thriving business is
all about making lasting, per-
sonal, reliable connections
inside and outside of your com-
pany, points out Barry Libert.
And these days, there’s no better
way to do that than through
social media—in essence, by
building your company’s own
Social Nation.
Libert knows what he’s talk-
ing about. He is the chairman
and CEO of Mzinga®, a compa-
ny that provides social software
to businesses. Quite literally, it’s
his job to be social media savvy.
And he’s adamant that building
your own Social Nation is
increasingly necessary in the
business world.
“It’s true. Your employees
and your customers want to be
engaged on a very personal
level, and not just through a sur-
vey or an annual conference,”
confirms Libert, author of the
new book “Social Nation: How
to Harness the Power of Social
Media to Attract Customers,
Motivate Employees, and Grow
Your Business.”  “And here’s
the clincher: If you choose not
to engage with these folks,
they’ll do it without you—and
you definitely don’t want that.”
Examples of Social Nations
are everywhere. Today, cus-
tomers want to rely on what
other diners have to say to help
make decisions about where
they should eat next, rather than
relying on traditional restaurant
advertising. Open Table has
brought together a nation of din-
ers who connect online. Amazon
has brought together a nation of
readers for those who want to
share their feedback about
books and help influence the
choices of other readers. A com-
munity of travelers help us
select hotels that meet our per-
sonal preferences thanks to Trip
Advisor. TheStreet.com steers
us toward the stocks we should
buy.
And it does not stop there.
These and many other compa-
nies are all beginning to under-
stand the power of creating
friends, fans, and followers to
build their businesses.
“Building your Social
Nation means changing what
you think it means to build a
company,” Libert explains.
“This emerging social era is
about engaging everyone
around you to redefine what you
do and how you do it—includ-
ing sales, marketing, R&D, cus-
tomer support, and product
development.”
Still skeptical? Then take a
look at the hard numbers. A
2009 study by the Nielsen
Company revealed that employ-
ees, partners, and customers
spent 17 percent of their online
time social networking or blog-
ging—and 83 percent more time
in online social networks than
the year prior. What’s more,
these constituencies are driving
advertisers to spend an expected
$2.6 billion on these social sites
by 2012.
Essentially, these statistics
tell us that companies need to
embrace and capture the voices
of their employees and cus-
tomers if they want to innovate
and thrive. And at the same
time, customers and employees
want to impact all aspects of
business by sharing their opin-
ions, criticisms, and praise with
companies—and with each
other.
“It’s becoming increasingly
clear that building communities
for customers, employees, part-
ners, and investors is critical to
the future vitality of business,”
confirms Libert. “In this new
era, you can’t underestimate
how important emotional and
social connections are, and how
crucial it is to fulfill the needs of
others and the desires of cus-
tomers. When you embrace the
Social Nation revolution, you’ll
create a better, more profitable,
and more viable company or
organization.”
Excited to learn more? Then
read on to learn about Libert’s
seven rules for implementing a
successful social media strategy
continued on page 28
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Laying the Groundwork
for California
Jerry Nickelsburg, Senior Economist
UCLA Anderson Forecast
In this California report we bring some good news. But the good
news is not about a prediction for a precipitous fall in the unemploy-
ment rate. That will have to wait for some time in the future. The
good news is that the groundwork for solid growth is now being laid
down and we can be more optimistic about the long run health of the
California economy. 
California’s recovery from the recession of 2008/2009 is going
much as we had predicted, and that is unfortunate because it means
that there has been very little growth in jobs and only slow growth
in income. It is still the case that the factors restraining growth: U.S.
consumers repairing their balance sheets; a slow recovery of
California’s international trading partners; too much housing in the
inland parts of the state; too few home buyers in the coastal regions;
and unresolved state budget issues will remain with us over the next
12 months and will dampen any job growth until the latter part of
2011. 
However, in two of California’s most problematic sectors, hous-
ing and government, the last few months have seen interesting
developments. In housing, population pressures continue to build
and it is evident that we are getting closer to a take-off point. 
In government, a series of reforms has put the state on the path
to providing more certainty and clarity with respect to government
services and spending. In the very near term we do not expect these
factors to have much impact. Developers of residential properties
remain nervous about the state of the housing market, and in
Sacramento the state legislature has another big shortfall to address.
But as we move towards the end of 2011 and into 2012 they bode
well for the beginning of a more robust recovery. In this California
Report we will examine these two sectors more closely for the
impact these changes will have on the shape of the recovery. 
In other important sectors progress has been tangible. In trade,
there was a jump in imports during the critical pre-holiday season
inventory accumulation. This brought the California logistics indus-
try part of the way back to pre-recession levels. Current indicators
are for a good, though not great, December. If that is the case, then
this may be the beginning of the recovery of the logistics industry in
Los Angeles, Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. 
In manufacturing growth, there has been some increase in out-
put, particularly for California’s largest export sector, computers and
electronics. The composition of demand in the fall of 2009 and win-
ter of 2010 was heavily weighted towards inventory rebuilding.
With this mostly complete and a summer hiatus in the growth of
export demand, the expansion of manufacturing output slowed.
Further growth required increased domestic and foreign consump-
tion demand. The third quarter growth of exports signals a return to
manufacturing growth, and ultimately ought to lead to more manu-
facturing employment. 
While the longer term prospects for California look bright, it is
difficult to be very optimistic about the near term. On the job front,
California has yet to make meaningful progress. As the year closes
out it looks as if the decline in employment from 2009 to 2010 will
be close to -1%. Private sector payroll job growth occurred in 2010,
but compared to the evaporation of 1.3 million payroll jobs in 2008
and in 2009, the net addition of 66,700 jobs is miniscule. If the
unemployment rate is to drop to an acceptable level, job growth in
California is going to have to accel- continued on page 19
New Player Development Team on
Board at Fantasy Springs
Fantasy Springs Resort Casino is pleased to announce the forma-
tion of its new Player Development department. In the past, the
resort/casino had casino hosts on staff, however, the new Player
Development team was established to expertly handle the needs and
special requests of casino guests of all levels around the clock. The
department now includes an inclusive set of team members to cater
to the casino’s growing Asian clientele. Among all 12 Fantasy
Springs Player Development team members, 10 languages are spo-
ken. Each host and executive brings with him or her a unique back-
ground and extensive experience in the casino and hospitality indus-
try. Player Development team members at Fantasy Springs are
always available to take care of the needs of their guests. E-mail any
of them by visiting www.FantasySpringsResort.com and clicking
on the “Casino” tab.
The vice president of Player Development, Dan London, came on
board with Fantasy Springs in January of 2010. His mission was to
build the Player Development team into a well-oiled service
machine. His 20 years of casino industry experience helped him put
the pieces in place.
Director of Asian Player Development, William Moy, joined
Fantasy Springs in August 2010. Originally from Canton, China, he
moved to Chicago, Illinois in 1970. While studying business admin-
istration at the University of Illinois, Chicago, he realized he had a
passion for the restaurant and hospitality industry. He became a suc-
cessful restaurateur for the next 20 years, until his entrepreneurial
spirit led him into the casino busi- continued on page 30
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Connecting With the “Overqualified” Job Candidate:
Why the Highly Skilled Candidate May Be the Best One for the Job
(and Five Ways to Connect With Her)
These days, any position
that becomes available gener-
ates a deluge of résumés.  If
your policy is to automatically
discard those belonging to can-
didates you deem as “overqual-
ified,” it’s time to rethink your
strategy. Maribeth Kuzmeski
explains why.
When a job opens up in
today’s economy, it receives a
lot of attention. And no wonder:
Over 15 million Americans
need work. And if you’re a hir-
ing manager, you may have
found that the best way to
shrink that pile of résumés on
your desk is to weed out the
seemingly “overqualified”
workers first. After all, you rea-
son, those candidates will want
too much money and will jump
ship the minute they find a bet-
ter offer. Right?
Not necessarily, says
Maribeth Kuzmeski. In fact, she
adds, a recent Harvard Business
Review article suggests that
when you ignore these candi-
dates, you’re missing out on the
opportunity to add highly qual-
ified talent to your organiza-
tion.
“The article points out that
‘overqualified’ candidates tend
to show a better work ethic,
stay, on average, longer than
less qualified candidates, and as
long as they are empowered,
are actually happy workers,”
says Kuzmeski, author of  “The
Connectors: How the World’s
Most Successful
Businesspeople Build
Relationships and Win Clients
for Life” and the new book
“And the Clients Went Wild!
How Savvy Professionals Win
All the Business They Want”
To back up these assertions,
the HBR article cites studies
from folks at the University of
Connecticut, the University of
South Carolina, St. Ambrose
University, and Portland State
University, respectively, which
show that overqualified work-
ers are high performers, less
likely to quit, and value autono-
my.
“Saying someone is
‘overqualified’ is basically say-
ing he or she is too skilled or
too experienced,” says
Kuzmeski. “The truth is, candi-
dates with well-developed
skills, a lot of working world
experience, and the right atti-
tude are exactly what you
should want. When you ignore
candidates based on your own
assumptions or perceptions
about what you see on their
résumés, you run the risk of
missing out on great employ-
ees.
“Instead, take the time to
connect with these candidates,”
she suggests. “Invite them in
and learn what motivates
them.”  Kuzmeski is an expert
at helping companies and indi-
viduals create strong business
relationships that will help
them get ahead regardless of
their professions. She teaches
her clients how to connect with
their customers in order to win
business and build loyalty.
These same relationship-build-
ing skills can help hiring man-
agers connect with the candi-
dates who are the right fit for
their companies.
Below Kuzmeski offers
advice on how best to approach
the highly qualified hire:
Be open and honest about
your concerns. If you have
concerns about certain elements
of the candidate’s experience,
ask about it. If you see that a
candidate has an impressive list
of achievements, acknowledge
them.
“Don’t chuck someone in
your ‘no’ pile simply because
you might be a little intimidated
by his achievements,” stresses
Kuzmeski. “Ask the candidate
how he plans to use the skills
that led him to his past achieve-
ments in the position you’re
offering, but don’t focus too
much on the past. Instead, find
out about his current motiva-
tions and the goals he has for
the position.”
Connect with the candi-
date’s why. Your worries about
a highly qualified candidate can
be decreased when you connect
with her why. Most candidates
are not applying for jobs they
seem more than qualified for
because they are simply desper-
ate for work—but many hiring
managers never find this out
because they discard these can-
didates’ résumés rather than
invite them to come for an
interview.
“By connecting with the
candidate’s why, you can learn
her motivations for wanting a
position,” notes Kuzmeski.
“Even if a person was down-
sized, maybe she was burned
out on what she was doing and
wants to jump-start a new
career. Or she may want to give
up a higher level position in
order to get back to something
she enjoyed doing earlier in her
career. You’ll be able to tell
when she is explaining her rea-
soning and her motivations
whether or not she truly has a
passion for the job in question
or whether she is simply willing
to take the first job that is
offered to her.”
Recognize that highly
qualified people require less
training. If a job candidate has
been around the block a few
times, his adaptability to new
situations and responsibilities
will be better. That’s good
news, because you and your
managers will spend less of
your own valuable time training
him.
“Plus, once you have him
on board, it’s likely that you’ll
find he is a great help to your
other employees,” says
Kuzmeski. “Highly qualified
candidates bring with them
more life experience to pull
from when challenging situa-
tions arise with clients or other
coworkers. You will probably
also find that you have added
peace of mind knowing that
someone who is highly skilled
and experienced is hard at work
for you.”
Hire based on attitude.
This might be the best piece
of advice to heed with any hir-
ing decision. As long as a can-
didate has the basic skills and
knowledge required to get the
job done, don’t spend time
wringing your hands over
whether or not she might be too
qualified. If the person has a
great attitude and is highly
motivated, then you might want
to give her a chance, especially
if the other candidates are less
qualified and don’t seem like
they will fit in with the compa-
ny culture.
“Hiring is a tricky busi-
ness,” notes Kuzmeski.
“Sometimes it’s okay to go with
the person you like the most. If
that person also happens to be
highly qualified, then it will
only benefit you and your com-
pany in the long run.”
Once you have them,
empower them. As touched on
above, the study from Portland
State University found that
overqualified employees who
are given decision-making
power tend to be more satisfied
with their jobs. The study per-
formed by assistant professors
from the University of
Connecticut, the University of
South Carolina, and St.
Ambrose University examined
data on more than 5,000
Americans. Those examined,
according to the Harvard
Business Review article, were
high-intelligence workers in
continued on page 39
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Live Life Enthusiastically
By Richard Bonar
Dale Carnegie often called
this principle the little-known
secret of success. It will make
you happy. If someone is
enthusiastic, it’s an energy
builder. They can sell their
ideas and ultimately accom-
plish more than they could
with sheer intellect.
I know it is not always easy
to be enthusiastic. Sometimes
life becomes unbalanced and
work or family literally drain
your energy. There are many
things we cannot control, such
as the economy or other peo-
ple, but we can control our
thinking.  It is possible for us
to create enthusiasm. Try the following strategies:
1. Act Happy. Too many people condition themselves to be
negative. They are afraid they will be seen as too gung-ho. Some
negative people say they're just being realistic by not getting their
hopes up. Yet I find that if I simply act enthusiastic, it eventually
becomes real. Others pick up on my enthusiasm, become excited
themselves and then feed their enthusiasm back to me. It becomes
a beautiful circle of energy. 
2. Give people the opportunity to be enthusiastic. In a tough
economy employers expect us to get more done, in less time, with
fewer resources. It is one of the times in life when we must choose
to see the glass of water half-full instead of half-empty. Let people
know their ideas are important. For example, the facilities-mainte-
nance manager at a hospital had only a sixth grade education yet
he saved the hospital $15,000 by inventing a new way to open the
operating-room doors. He never knew the hospital cared about his
ideas until he was encouraged by his supervisor to contribute his
ideas.
3. Don’t criticize, condemn or complain. Don’t put up with
people who do. Just walk out of the room and refuse to let anoth-
er’s negativity affect your enthusiasm. Consciously decide to gen-
erate positive enthusiasm. Be “enthusiastically present” and smile.
You’ll be pleasantly surprised by the response you get from peo-
ple.
4. Keep perspective. Life is too short to just put up with neg-
ativity. Have some fun with life. Grab the gusto. See the excite-
ment in every situation. Be enthusiastic about the chance to make
a difference with even your smallest actions.  Smile, hold the door
open for someone, let another driver into your lane of traffic, etc.
Even these simple actions can make a difference in others’ lives.
That's something to be enthusiastic about.
When a positive person walks into a room full of people, the
room seems to light up. Conversely, when a critical, negative per-
son leaves a room…the room lights up. 
If you act enthusiastic, you will be enthusiastic!  Here’s to a
positive 2011.
Richard Bonar
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SALES
5 Myths Every Business Must Avoid to Survive the Recovery
By:  Vivian Hairston Blade
Recession Plagued
At a recent stockholders
meeting, the vice president of
sales for a global manufacturer,
reported: “The economy has
been tough on our industry.
Sales volumes significantly
declined and have not nearly
returned to pre-recession levels.
The company has laid off
employees, cut expenses, and,
unfortunately, has had to cut
prices to remain competitive.
Competitors have cut prices as
much as 40% on some products.
We’re ‘under-water’ on critical
components our customers
need.  But, we have no choice.”
Sound familiar? Could this
be your company?
Like so many businesses
during the recent recession, this
company is having a tough time
bouncing back. Consumers’
wallets and businesses’ check-
books continue to be tight. In
fact, the Price Index for person-
al-consumption expenditures,
excluding food and energy, had
bottomed out in late 2009, but is
showing signs of being unstable
again.
While sales and profits con-
tinue to struggle, employment
will remain stagnant and the
economy will be slow to recov-
er.  It’s a vicious cycle. Every
company feels the trickle down
effect. Customers have reset
their expectations.  And, compa-
nies attempt to cut prices to
retain customers, grow share
and increase top-line revenue.
But is this really a viable
business strategy?  Focus on
short-term revenue hinders
investment in substantially
improving the quality of your
business for the future. Though
not sustainable, many compa-
nies still operate on this short-
term view.
5-Myths Every Business
Must Avoid
It’s time for you to take a
look at 5 Common Myths that
keep companies ‘sprinting’ to
the finish line.  If you want to
survive the recovery, avoid
these failed strategies to stay
ahead in the ‘marathon.’
• Myth 1:  Customers
demand lower prices during a
recession.
When customers stop buy-
ing, the first reaction is to drop
prices to jump start spending.
When price is the carrot, buying
behavior changes and customers
wait for even deeper cuts.
• Myth 2:  You have to
follow competitor price moves
during a recession to stay
competitive.
Competitors use price wars
to protect share.  You soon find
that suffering profits can’t sus-
tain the business for long.
Rarely does volume make up for
the loss in revenue!
• Myth 3: We’re good at
what we do.  Customers are
privileged to do business with
us.
Sorry to disappoint you.
But, it’s not about you!
Companies with this attitude
find that customers don’t stick
around long.
• Myth 4:  Customer
retention initiatives are a cost
that won’t pay back.
Companies that treat cus-
tomer retention as a cost will
allocate only a few resources to
protect their greatest asset.
Their efforts fail to improve
retention or increase sales and,
therefore, support dwindles.
• Myth 5:  Customer
retention is the responsibility
of the sales and customer serv-
ice departments.
Service Recovery is not a
customer retention program.
Only 1 out of every 19 unhappy
customers complains.  That’s
just 5%. And of the 95% of
unhappy customers who don’t
even complain, more than two-
thirds decide to buy elsewhere.
Recovery as a retention strategy
just doesn’t work!
A Look in the Mirror
Do any of these myths
plague your company?  Where
do you feel the effects?
Does the number of cus-
tomer defections surprise you?
What are these defections worth
in revenue?  Margin?
Are you spending more on
new customer acquisition?  How
much more does it cost to win a
new customer vs. retaining cur-
rent ones?
Are your customers really
“price conscious” or are they
really “value deprived?”
Studies show that when cus-
tomers believe they get more
“value” for their money, they
are much more loyal and spend
more with those brands.
Why Invest in “Value-
Based” Customer
Relationships?
Companies that take a long-
term view of investing in
“value-based” customer rela-
tionships are rewarded with
double-digit growth and prof-
itability that compounds over
time.
Does this mean higher
costs? More often, investing in
“value-based” customer rela-
tionships means reducing your
costs or being able to charge
more for highly valued products
and services.
“We’re not fighting for the
highest volume but for the best
reputation, customer satisfac-
tion, and the best profit,” says
Dieter Zetsche, CEO, Diamler,
on the prospects of surpassing
Toyota’s Lexus as the No. 1 lux-
ury U.S. brand, Business Week,
Aug. 2, 2010.
“Most marketers and corpo-
rations are now looking to
reduce costs in order to improve
the bottom line.  While they do,
it will be important to remember
the favorable economics of
keeping and growing customers
vs. finding new ones.”  Donovan
Neal-May, executive director,
CMO Council, Forbes.com.
VALUE is about how you
make your customers success-
ful.  Don’t forget that customers
define VALUE and expect you
to deliver VALUE, at a mini-
mum, to meet their fundamental
expectations if the relationship
is to continue.
Keep in mind that a change
in the economic climate causes
the needs of your customers to
change, which requires a change
in how you respond to their
needs.
Your tools - 5-VALUE
Creating ImperativesTM
How do you effectively
deliver greater VALUE in this
tougher environment and
remain profitable to survive the
recovery?  Integrate these 5-
VALUE Creating ImperativesTM
into your business operations.
Take a closer look at each
imperative.  As you review these
brief descriptions, challenge
your current thinking, culture
and processes!
V - Voice - Give your cus-
tomers one!  Be disciplined
about listening to their chal-
lenges and needs.
A - Accountability - Hold
leaders accountable for cus-
tomer voice and for action that
responds to customer voice.
L - Levers - What is most
important to your customers in
how you help them succeed?
How do they depend on you?
U - Unbelievable Exper-
iences - Create experiences that
surprise and elate your cus-
continued on page 39
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tem, acoustical balance, orchestra
pit and supporting cast areas. The
classroom buildings and the library
will incorporate audio-visual equipment such as projectors and elec-
tric motorized screens and high speed data. The math and science
building will house labs to support current technology, built in case-
work, chemical resistant countertops, sinks, gas and additional
power.
The areas being built as part of the California Career Technical
Education Program fund include a complete culinary kitchen with a
dining/classroom area as well as a full commercial kitchen to practice
real world application. The students will learn to prepare and plate
food and then serve it to “customers” in the dining/classroom area.
The mechanic/transportation lab includes two instructional class-
rooms adjacent to two full “garage labs” for hands-on training in auto
body and auto repair. The video technology classroom will be
arranged like a recording studio, and multimedia labs will be built for
video editing.
McCarthy is using Building Information Modeling (BIM) tech-
nology for the coordination of the underground utilities and the build-
ing’s MEP (mechanical, electrical and plumbing) systems.
Design consultants involved with the Rancho Mirage High
School project include: HDA Design Group, Inc., architect; Kathy
Davis & Associates, interior designer; Paragon Structural Design,
Inc., structural engineer; and Kraemer Engineering Inc., mechanical
engineer.
Construction began June 2010 and the school is scheduled to
open in Fall 2013. McCarthy is also building the new Painted Hills
Middle School in nearby Desert Hot Springs, which is scheduled to
open in Fall 2011.
CT Realty / Behringer Harvard Venture Acquires 800k
Square Feet Inland Empire Portfolio
A joint venture of CT Realty Investors and Behringer Harvard has
obtained financing of $21.5 million for the purchase and lease-up of
an 802k-square-feet, four-building Inland Empire industrial portfolio
that is currently just 29% leased. Located within the Interchange
Business Center, adjacent to I-215 in San Bernardino, the Class A
buildings are occupied by two tenants, both 3rd party logistics
providers that have taken 234k square feet of the portfolio’s total
space. 
The buyer purchased the portfolio in an off-market transaction at
a significant discount to replacement costs. Senior financing was pro-
vided by PCCP LLC. 
The property was built in 2007 and consists of four, one-story,
concrete tilt-up industrial buildings ranging in size from 94.1k square
feet to 354.1k square feet. They are part of Interchange Business
Center, an industrial park that has a total of six buildings. 
The other two buildings in the industrial park that were not
included in the buyer’s purchase are 100 percent occupied by
Michelin Tires (801k square feet), and Dollar Tree (449k square feet). 
The buildings offer direct access to the I-215 and newly complet-
ed I-210 freeways, which lead directly to the I-15, I-10 and State
Route 60 freeways—all major transportation routes serving Southern
California and the Western United States. The property is approxi-
mately six miles north of the BNSF Intermodal Facility that trans-
ports warehouse goods to and from the ports of Long Beach and Los
Angeles. 
Industrial Firms Acquire Riverside Manufacturing and
Distribution Facilities
A.M.A. Plastics Inc purchased a 150.1k square foot
warehouse/distribution property
Real Estate...
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Consultant Proposals Requested
Request for Proposals No. 10-03
Construction Management Services for
San Gabriel Trench Grad Separation Project
The Alameda Corridor-East Construction Authority (ACE) is
seeking qualified consultants to provide Construction Management
Services for the San Gabriel Trench Grade Separation Project in the
City of San Gabriel. The UDBE Contract goal for this Proposal is
7%.
Request for Proposal (RFP) No. 10-03 will be available for
downloading on our website, www.theaceproject.org. The RFP can
be accessed from the “Bulletins” section of the home page.
Key dates for this solicitation are:
• Pre-Proposal Conference (Mandatory for Prime Consultants)
will be held on Jan. 12, 2011 at 10:00 a.m. at the San Gabriel Mission
Playhouse located at 320 South Mission Drive, San Gabriel, CA
91776.  All prospective Prime Consultants are required to attend the
Pre-Proposal Conference.  Parking is available at the parking lot
adjacent to the Mission Playhouse.
• DBE/UDBE Networking Event (Mandatory for Prime
Consultants) will be held immediately following the Pre-Proposal
Conference.  All prospective Prime Consultants are required to attend
this event.  It is strongly recommended that subconsultants, especial-
ly DBE/UDBE firms attend as well to network with potential primes
and to foster teaming opportunities.
• There is no site walk for this project.
• Proposal submittal date is Feb. 3, 2011.
To request a copy of the RFP, please fax your request to (626)
962-3552 or e-mail to ccardenas@theaceproject.org, and reference
RFP No. 10-03.
can be used for future develop-
ments including senior or single-
family housing.
Located on the South West cor-
ner of Highland and Medical Center Drive, the project is declared to
be a milestone for
the City of San
Bernardino and
was the result of a
study conducted
in 2008 that
revealed the city
was approximate-
ly 1,000 units
below what is
needed for an
aging population
in the form of
affordable senior
housing.
Carrying a
total develop-
ment cost of $19
million, the San
B e r n a r d i n o
Economic Development Agency
(Left to right): Pastor Ray Turner, Carey Jenkins-Director of
Housing & Community Development, Emil Marzullo-Executive Director
of San Bernardino Economic Development Agency, Rikke Van Johnson-
Council Member Ward 6, Virginia Marquez-Council Member Ward 1,
Aaron Mandel-Meta Housing, Mayor Pat Morris, Josie Gonzales-5th
District Supervisor, Graham Espey-Jones-Western Community Housing,
John Huskey- Meta Housing, Fred Shorett-Council Member Ward 4,
Jeffrey Boysen-President of Optimus Construction Inc. dig in, November
3, 2010, to start construction of a new luxury senior housing project,
Magnolia at Highland. (Photo by Chris Sloan)
Public Private...
continued from pg. 11
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erate to a significantly more rapid
rate; a rate we do not expect to
achieve by the end or our forecast
horizon. 
As compared to our forecast of last June, the current forecast is
slightly weaker in the near term and slightly stronger in the longer
term. We remain concerned about the impact of uncertainty, partic-
ularly in the national and international arenas. International tensions
over competitive currency depreciation and the possibility of retal-
iatory barriers to trade have increased since our last forecast. For the
California economy this means that while the forecast is marginally
stronger, the margin of error of the forecast is higher. 
Slow growth in the California economy in the near term means
the unemployment rate will remain at the elevated rate of 11.4%
next year. The latter part of our forecast calls for the health care, pro-
fessional and business services, export, and technology related man-
ufacturing sectors to generate a bit more robust growth in California.
Job creation, though more rapid in late 2011 and in 2012, will not be
fast enough to push the unemployment rate below double digits until
the end of 2012. 
Housing 
The housing market in California remains in the doldrums. There
are indications that some of the markets are ready to turn, but we
have been saying that for six months. The real issues are too many
homes inland, and too few buyers on the coast. The former has been
well explored in previous California reports and we will not re-hash
the issues. Suffice it to say that the rapidly rising home prices of the
2004-2007 bubble, induced developers to build housing in inland
communities for a population which was not to materialize. “Build
it and they will come,” was a mantra which did not play out very
well. 
In the coastal markets the situation is quite different. The mid-
decade building exuberance was not acute in the coastal communi-
ties. Although the recession forced the price of homes down as the
demand for existing homes dried up, there were not the wholesale
foreclosures and extreme stressed housing markets seen inland.
Today inventories are low, home prices are up on a year-over-year
basis, and sales are marginally better than last year. Still the coastal
housing markets remain sleepy and it appears that potential buyers
are sitting on the sidelines. 
The clue to what is happening with potential demand for homes
lies in the behavior of households over the business cycle. When
labor markets are not providing enough jobs, the young and the old
are hardest hit. From both sides of the demographic spectrum comes
a solution to the need to cut living expenses. Move in with the mid-
dle aged, employed parents or children. On move-in day the demand
for housing units, rental and purchase, declines, and there is simul-
taneous downward pressure on real estate and apartment markets. 
What is important about this phenomenon is that while Mom and
Dad might want the kids, parents and grandkids around, these dou-
bling up living arrangements are economic and not socially driven.
That is to say, if the family wanted to be a large extended family
under one roof, this would happen regardless of economic condi-
tions. So the increase in household size we see in a recession repre-
sents potential demand for housing units, a demand that become
effective demand once economic conditions improve. 
To measure the magnitude of the potential demand for housing
units we examined the change in household size over the last decade.
When the kids don’t move out at a normal rate, or grandma and
grandpa move in at a greater than normal rate, or singles double up
at a greater than average rate, then the average size of households
increases. There are two data bases
Laying the...
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Land Use Expert Appointed to
County Planning Commission
The San Bernardino County Board of Supervisors today con-
firmed First District Supervisor Brad Mitzelfelt’s appointment of
Apple Valley resident Randy Coleman to the County Planning
Commission.
“Randy Coleman is a long-time High Desert resident with a
wealth of expertise in both development and environmental com-
pliance,” said Supervisor Mitzelfelt. “That experience will
enable him to analyze issues and make decisions and recommen-
dations that will best serve the diverse interests of the entire
County.”
Coleman, 51, replaces Russ Blewett, who stepped down from
the Planning Commission after he was elected to the Hesperia
City Council last month. Blewett was sworn in by Supervisor
Mitzelfelt. Each of the five County Supervisors appoints one
member of the commission.
“The High Desert has been the fastest growing region of the
County and faces daunting challenges as we try to balance
growth, transportation and infrastructure needs with environmen-
tal protection and quality of life,” Supervisor Mitzelfelt said.
“Mr. Coleman’s unique qualifications will allow him to ask the
right questions and make sensible decisions as the High Desert,
and the entire County, tackle these difficult issues.”
Coleman has a bachelor’s of science degree in civil and envi-
ronmental engineering from the University of California, Irvine.
He is also a certified planner, a certified wildlife biologist, a reg-
istered civil engineer and a licensed land surveyor and real estate
broker, among numerous other professional designations.
The desert will also be significantly affected by strict new
environmental regulations that relate to greenhouse gas emis-
sions and land use requirements that could affect the rural
lifestyle in the desert.
“I would like to thank Supervisor Mitzelfelt for the opportu-
nity to serve the citizens of the First District on the Planning
Commission,” Commissioner Coleman said. “I know my diversi-
fied background in planning, engineering and other disciplines
will be an asset for the decision-making process on the commis-
sion.”
The Planning Commission makes decisions on development,
land use, long-range planning and other issues.
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which measure household size.
They are the U.S. Department of
Census data which comes from the
American Community Survey (ACS) and the California Department
of Finance Demographic data which merges a variety of sources,
including drivers license and school enrollment data in a demo-
graphic model. 
While both data sets purport to measure population and house-
holds, they have very different characteristics. The overall popula-
tion estimates differ by about 1 million between the two surveys.
The ACS survey methodology tends to be more conservative in
counting residents. On the other hand, as we shall see, the DoF esti-
mates tend to be closer aligned to expected demographic changes
while the ACS estimates tend to be somewhat volatile year to year.
There are pros and cons to each data set and therefore they are both
incorporated into the analysis presented herein. 
The period 2001 to 2004 incorporated a recession and a “job-
less” recovery. One would then expect to see an increase in house-
hold size over this period. The DoF data show household size
increasing from 2.92 residents per household to a bit over 2.93 resi-
dents. The ACS data show a decline during this period. The differ-
ence between the two can be traced to estimates of a higher rate of
migration out of California in the ACS data. 
From 2004 to 2010 the patterns in both data series begin to look
alike. As mortgages became as easy to obtain as bread, household
formation as measured in the DoF data accelerated and household
size declined. The ACS data, which did not pick up an increase in
household size in the previous years, also did not pick up a decline
in household size. However, in both data, a low in household size
over the decade was achieved in 2007 immediately before the
2008/2009 recession. In subsequent years both data sets show a
sharp rise in household size. From 2007 to 2009 the ACS data shows
an increase in household size to 2.958 and from 2007 to 2010 the
DoF data show an increase to 2.957. 
How this plays out in the market depends on the supply of hous-
ing. Over the study period (2002 to 2010) there were new homes
added to the stock of housing at the same time as the population and
the number of households grew. To the extent that the newly built
homes just satisfied the growing need, the market would be in equi-
librium. But the housing bubble distorted these markets. The preva-
lence of “liar loans” brought buyers into the market who could not
otherwise afford to own homes and the bubble gave the appearance
of a market with excess demand. As the market crashed, the number
of households fell faster than the supply of housing and we had
another imbalance, one of seeming excess supply. 
According to the Department of Finance data there is currently a
deficit, not a surplus, of housing in California. This deficit of real-
ized demand amounts to 2.5% of the number of households. Since
this does not appear as realized demand in the market, the DoF data
may be underestimating the current size of households. 
The ACS data show a slightly different pattern with the number
of houses built from 2002 to 2010 being slightly larger than the
number of new households. So the market has an excess supply of
1%. Since both the -2.5% and the + 1% housing surplus figures are
estimates, the truth is probably somewhere in between. That is, the
aggregate market in California is more or less in balance today, with
some markets being stronger and others being weaker. 
However, for our purposes it ends up not being important,
because housing markets are everywhere local and we have previ-
ously documented that there is an excess supply in the inland parts
of the state. So the coastal region is either nearly in balance or in
deficit. 
In fact it is the potential demand
Laying the...
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“Their busy employees usually have
to look at a computer most of the
day, and they are trying to cycle
patients through as quickly as possible. But by doing something as
easy as making eye contact and smiling, you can begin to alleviate a
sick patient’s stress—or in the case of the airline, a passenger’s trav-
el worries.”
Fix it first. This one goes out to anyone who has ever gotten their
freshly dry-cleaned clothes back only to find that a button has broken
off of their favorite blouse or dress shirt. Or who has gotten their car
back from the repair shop only to have another problem a week later.
If you are a dry cleaner, fix the button—at no charge—before your
customers pick up their clothing items. By doing so, you eliminate
what could become a huge inconvenience for them and ensure they
won’t have any qualms about bringing their next round of dry clean-
ing to your business.
For car repair shops, contact your clients if you see that there is
something else wrong (or that could soon be wrong) with their car.
Ask if they would like for you to go and ahead and fix it and offer a
discount on your labor time. It is a great way to build goodwill in an
industry where there is a lot of competition.
Provide worth-the-wait service, without the wait. For doctors,
hospitals, veterinarians, or other medical service providers, a won-
derful way to win the love of your patients is to ensure short wait
times and flexible appointment times. For example, one hospital ER
in Florida sponsors a billboard that shows its wait time in LCD real-
time—as well as the ER wait times at other local hospitals. The spon-
soring hospital has significantly lower times. By doing so, they show
their patients that they understand wait time is a huge concern, and
that most people fear they’ll end up spending hours and hours sitting
in the waiting room if they ever have to go to the ER.
This tactic could easily be modified by other businesses where
long waits are often a customer deterrent—for example, “big box”
chains and popular grocery stores, phone companies like Verizon and
AT&T (where the transactions take a long time), or at coffee shops
that want to show they have short waits during the morning rush. Or
you can do this on a smaller scale in your own medical office or small
business by having your staff let clients/patients know exactly how
long it will be before they can be seen.
“Obviously, the shorter the wait time the better, but by providing
patients or clients with the wait length, you can show that you haven’t
simply accepted that long wait times come with the territory at hos-
pitals, medical offices, and some businesses,” says Kuzmeski. “Show
them that you don’t think it’s okay if they have to wait a while to be
seen, and that you understand that people want and deserve better.”
Give it away for free. Vistaprint, a global printing company,
made jaw-dropping value their hallmark. They did so by offering 250
business cards for free, with a nominal $5.67 shipping and process-
ing charge, to appeal to their target market: cost-conscious small
businesses. Today, 66 percent of Vistaprint’s business comes from
returning customers. In the first quarter of 2010 alone, they acquired
1.4 million new customers—many who started with a free order.
“Offering freebies might also be a great way to get customers into
a new restaurant or boutique,” suggests Kuzmeski. “Give first-time
customers a free appetizer or special discount—along with great
service, of course!—and they will be happy to recommend more
first-timers and to come back for more themselves.”
Maribeth Kuzmeski, MBA, is the author of five books, includ-
ing.........“And the Clients Went
We Are...
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Expect the bulk of this user activi-
ty to be centered in the area’s core
business districts of Ontario,
Rancho Cucamonga and Riverside.
New leasing activity will remain generally anemic through
2011, and the occasional consolidation move will tug on absorp-
tion gains. Although local employment is estimated to grow by 1.2
percent this year, such encouraging news will not be enough to
trigger a recovery. In the end, the new year will be a slight
improvement over 2010 since many local businesses are currently
operating at skeleton crew capacity – any sustained uptick in the
local economy (i.e. housing sales) will have a trickle down effect,
encouraging new payroll additions.
This year, asking rental rates for Class A and B spaces are
expected to realize a 3 and 4 percent decline, respectively. Minimal
job growth here and in Orange County (where, historically speak-
ing, many corporate tenants expanded their presences inland
before the housing market’s correction) will generate flat net
absorption activity in 2011. During ‘the good years,’ annual net
absorption for office space averaged 900,000 square feet; by this
logic (and imagining for a moment the economy is at full-steam
momentum), the Inland Empire has a 7-year supply of office space
on-hand.
Inland Empire Industrial
Favorable market conditions for buyers and tenants will
encourage new activity; leery retailers and additional consolida-
tions to streamline costs will present challenges.
U.S. consumers remained fear-
Inland Empire...
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Stater Bros.  Promotes Mike Slaton to
Vice President of Real Estate
Jack H. Brown, chairman of
the board and chief executive
officer of Stater Bros. Markets,
has announced the promotion of
Mike Slaton to the position of
vice president of real estate of
Stater Bros. Markets. Slaton’s
present position of senior direc-
tor of real estate will be elimi-
nated.
Slaton has over 27 years of
real estate experience. He first
joined Stater Bros. in 1981 as a
courtesy clerk at the company’s
North Redlands supermarket.
Later that year he was promoted
to a clerk at the same store, and
in 1984 he was promoted to the
position of real estate analyst at
the corporate offices.
In 1988, Slaton accepted a
position with a major real estate
developer. For the next 20
years, he held a variety of oper-
ational and managerial positions
in the Western United States
with increasing levels of respon-
sibilities.
In 2008, Slaton returned to
Stater Bros. as director of real
estate, and in 2010 he was pro-
moted to his most recent posi-
tion as senior director of real
estate. He reports to Jim Lee,
president and chief operating
officer.
Slaton has a bachelor of arts
degree in marketing, with a
minor in economics, from
California State University, San
Bernardino. He currently serves
on the Southern California
Program Committee of the
International Council of
Shopping Centers (ICSC).
“Mike has done an outstand-
ing job of leading our real estate
division,” stated Brown. “His
management and real estate
expertise will help Stater Bros.
meet our present and future real
estate needs.”
partnered with Optimus
Construction, Inc. , Wells Fargo
Bank, Chase, California
Community Reinvestment
Corporation, Western
Community Housing
Management and Meta Housing
to reach their goal.
This partnership showcases
San Bernardino’s commitment
to connecting cutting-edge
companies to our citywide revi-
talization goals, said Johnson,
who represents the city’s 6th
Ward.
“We don’t have the funds to
bankroll major infrastructure
projects, yet there’s a bottom
line,” he said. “We can’t afford
not to address our aging infra-
structure. Public private part-
nerships like Magnolia at
Highland provide a chance for
important revitalization projects
like the Westside commercial
corridor to finally bloom.”
“This was the easiest city
we ever worked with,” said
John Huskey of Meta Housing,
Inc. “The work we do in part-
nership with local governments
exemplifies the true value of
redevelopment, as we provide
Public Private...
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ful about their ability to find
and hold a job, which was a
clear threat to consumer spend-
ing in 2010. Weak expectations
for personal incomes and low
buying plans directly impacted
Southern California’s industri-
al markets, with previous years
being categorized by move-
outs and tenant consolidations,
as once robust international
trade levels and retail sales
dwindled. The focus for 2010s
inland user was on streamlin-
ing operating costs, which
prompted significant move-
ment in the big-box arena: by
mid-year, 46 transactions were
signed for spaces in excess of
100,000 square feet. Twenty
one such transactions occurred
during the first half of 2009.
One’s loss was another’s gain
as industrial landlords endured
declining sale prices and rental
rates, allowing users to reap the
benefits. By 2010s close, user
sale and leasing activity sur-
passed 26 million square feet –
a total that, historically speak-
ing, hints at a strong-perform-
ing market. While true at first
glance, there was a disconnect:
net absorption (the change in
physically occupied space) was
half of sale and leasing
momentum, suggesting a fair
portion of activity within the
marketplace was self-con-
tained. Simply put, many com-
panies with an existing pres-
ence in the Inland Empire con-
solidated their operations, in
turn, leading to several distrib-
utors, previously based in
cities west of I-15, relocating
east to submarkets such as
Redlands/San Bernardino to
access first-generation build-
ings at competitive rental rates.
Net absorption gains came
from two sources: user expan-
sions within and distributor
relocations from outside the
region. On the former, Kohl’s,
for instance, purchased a
970,000-square-foot ware-
house in San Bernardino to
support its growing e-com-
merce business – a site within
walking distance of the compa-
ny’s existing distribution cen-
ter. On the latter, Summer
Infant Inc., previously based in
two Los Angeles County facili-
ties, committed to a 459,000-
square-foot distribution center
in Riverside, tripling its space.
Desired momentum of this
variety brought the vacancy
rate to 10 percent in 2010, a
240 basis point drop from one
year prior. Monthly warehouse
asking rents, challenged by
intra-market consolidations,
were $0.30 per square foot
triple net, down $0.02 over the
same timeline.
The market will be the per-
fect embodiment of the term
‘contrasts’ in the first half of
2011. Sale prices for top-tier
distribution facilities will
slowly increase, yet asking
rental rates will stay flat; sale
and leasing activity will remain
strong, although net absorption
may prove minimal; rents will
be at record lows, though many
prospective tenants will be
reluctant to execute due to
uncertainty with regards to the
general economy. This uncer-
tainty comes in the wake of
mixed economic indicators –
namely, consumer confidence,
which ended 2010 at a low
reminiscent of 2009, while
Inland Empire...
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COMPUTER
As We Enter 2011
By J. Allen Leinberger
There was a time when
Apple and PC people were like
the Hatfields and McCoys.
Although the two companies
had come up in the industry at
about the same time in the late
seventies, they acted as if an
ancient tribal blood feud exist-
ed between them. (Think
Yankees’ -Red Sox or Browns-
Steelers.)
By the late nineties Bill
Gates and Steve Jobs had
smoked the peace pipe
and Microsoft invested
some much-needed
money into Apple.
Then, low and behold,
a Macintosh version of
Microsoft Office was
released. At last, a
Rosetta Stone for cross
communications. A
document, spreadsheet,
slide show, etc. pro-
gram that could be read
by anyone.
Oddly enough, the
Mac version appeared
to work better—espe-
cially against the PC
version of Word. Well,
it kept the Seattle pro-
grammers on their toes.
Now on alternate years,
rather like the Summer and
Winter Olympics, a new Office
package comes out. One time
for PC, and the next for Mac.
This New Year, 2011, is the
Mac year.
So, what does Office for
Mac 2011 have that the 2008
version did not? For sure, the
old standards are there. Word,
Excel, PowerPoint, and the e-
mail management tool, Outlook
(which replaces Entourage).
Now Communicator allows
audio and video calls that can
link applications with other
computers. Messenger, another
communication’s program, acts
as whatever you want it to be,
from an interoffice web to an
IM (Instant Message) system,
including the ability to see
whom you know online. Of
course, contemporary paranoia
allows you to block messages
from specific people or from
people you just don’t know.
Like Facebook, Messenger
allows you to display your pic-
ture and put a personal note
next to it. You can even create
“emotions”; those annoying lit-
tle pictures people created from
jamming letters together. If you
have way too much time on
your hands, emotions can be
created in JPEG, BMP, PNG
GIF and animated GIF.
Communicator is a more
businesslike program, allowing
you not only audio and video
connections, but also contact
with your calendar, notes and
other info in your computer
without dropping out to look
for it. It even lets you create
conference calls. You can even
use your computer as a tele-
phone.
In general, for the Big Four,
the news is better compatibility.
I cannot tell you how many
times the letters I write to oth-
ers just won’t open, even
though we are both using
Office. There are few things
more frustrating than being told
that my letter won’t open and
could I send it in Word, when
that’s what I had just done.
In fact, I can work on a doc-
ument in Word or PowerPoint
at the same time as others in
different locations that are
using Office 2011 on a Mac or
on Office 2010.
One other big thing that
Microsoft is proud of is The
New Ribbon. That would mean
the bar above your work that
has buttons for any number of
functions, including such
basics as font and size. Now it
also allows you to browse your
iPhoto library and iTunes
playlists directly from the
Media Browser. You can even
pull up your film projects from
iMovies.
At this point I need to
remind you of my First Law of
Diminishing Technology,
which states that the five move
functions of any feature in
Version 1.0 becomes a one
move function by Version 5.
Such is the case of the New
Ribbon. At first glance it looks
like a lot of techie stuff hanging
over your document. It gradual-
ly becomes a convenient place
to have the tools you need, right
where you need them. True,
there are usually some buttons
over your work in just about
any program. Here there are
many more tool buttons that
work quickly with just one
click.
All of that being said, there
are still a few bugs, or should I
say, design flaws. No one pro-
gram is ever perfect or
there would never be a
Version 2.0 of anything.
You will still get a
call from your insurance
company that your e-
mail to them didn’t
open. You will still
attend presentations
where the speaker has to
apologize for the wrong
slide up on the screen.
Nothing is perfect, but
Office 2011 for MAC is
good. Ironically it is bet-
ter than Apple’s own
iWorks, which has its
own document, slide
show and spreadsheet
programs.
Microsoft continues
to outdo Apple, at least
in these most basic of computer
functions.
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Hotel Suites in the Inland Empire
Ranked by Total Number of Suites
B=Business Service C=Concierge CB=Complimentary Cont. Break. CH=Comp. Cockt. Hour CR=Corporate Rates F=Fitness Facility
FP=Free Parking G=Golf Course GS=Gift Shop H=Handicapped Rooms I=In Room Movies L=Lounge
N=Non Smoking Rms. P=Pool On Site R=Restaurant T=Tennis W=Weekend Packages X=Transfers to/from Airport
Hotel Name Number Rate Range Year Built Owner Number of Amenities Top Local Executive
Address of * May be Yr. Renovated Headquarters Employees Title
City, State, Zip Suites Seasonal Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Hyatt Grand Champions Resort 580 $200-800 1986 Grand Champions LLC 400 B,C,F,FP,G,GS,H,I,L, Allen Farwell
1. 44-600 Indian Wells Lane 2006 Greeley, CO N,P,R,T,W, General Manager
Indian Wells, CA 92210 (760) 341-1000/674-4382
afarwell@hyatt.com
Sheraton Hotel Fairplex 247 $129-229 1992 L.A. County Fair Assoc. 200 B,FP,N,C,D,CB,CG, John Gilbert
2. 601 W. McKinley 2004 Pomona, CA CR,I,R,F,L,H,CH,W,X,P General Manager
Pomona, CA 91768 (909) 622-2220/622-1028
john.gilbert@sheraton.com
The Residence Inn by Marriott 200 $99-299 1985 Island Hospitality 56 CB,CH,X,I, Ron Carter
3. 2025 Convention Center Way 2007 Palm Beach, FL FP,N,P,CR,H,W General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 F,T (909) 937-6788/937-2462
ontariogm@ih-corp.com
Embassy Suites Palm Desert 198 $99-269 1984 Shamrock Hostmark 100 H,CR,I,L,CB,CH,T, Gina Rinaldo
4. 74-700 Highway 111 2008 Shaumburg, IL F,P,G,B,FP,N,GS,R General Manager
Palm Desert, CA 92260 (760) 340-6600/340-9519
gina.rinaldo@hilton.com
Hyatt Regency Suites P.S. 193 $79-600 1986 GGS Co. Ltd. 150 B,FP,N,C,P,GS, Dan Putnam
5. 285 N. Palm Canyon Dr. 1991 Hotel Holding Division R,CR,I,H,F,L,W,X General Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92262 in California (760) 322-9000/969-6005
www.palmsprings.hyatt.com
Ayres Hotel & Suites 167 $99-179 1994 Ayres Hotel Group 50 B,CR,R,X, CB,F, Amy Delgadillo
6. 1945 E. Holt Blvd. Costa Mesa, CA Eve. Social Hr., General Manager
Ontario, CA 91761 In-Room Refer., Microwave, (909) 390-7778/937-9718
H,N,FP,CH,P,I www.aryeshotels.com
Country Suites by Ayres 164 $69-89 1998 Ayres Hotel Group 28 FP,N,P,CH,H,CR,W,F, Greg Einenman
7. 1900 Frontage Rd. 2003 Costa Mesa, CA Cardio Fitness Room, Comp. Full General Manager
Corona, CA 91720 Breakfast/Eve. Refreshments, (951) 738-9113/738-9182
In-Room Refer., Microwave geisenman@ayreshotels.com
Renaissance Palm Springs Hotel 158 $119-249 1987 Highland Hospitality 150 B,C,CR,F,FP,GS, John Daw
8. 888 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way 2009 McLean, VA H,I,L,N,P,R,S,W,X General Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92262 (760) 322-6000/416-2900
www.renaissancepalmspringshotel.com
Best Western Inn Suites 150 $89-169 1990 Inn Suites International 67 CB,CR,P,CH,L Karen Montalvo
9. 3400 Shelby St. 2007 Phoenix, AZ FP,GS,H,I,N,R,X General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 466-9600/941-1445
kmontalvo@innsuites.com
Ayres Suites at the Mills Mall 138 $109-179 1998 Ayres Hotel Group 50 B,CR,R,X, Comp. Breakfast/ Carlos Mendoza
10. 4370 Mills Circle 2004 Costa Mesa, CA Eve. Social Hr., General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 In-Room Refer., Microwave (909) 481-0703/484-2601
cmendoza@ayreshotels.com
Shilo Hilltop Suites and Conv. Center 129 $109-169 1992 Mark S. Hemstreet 45 B,P,ST,C,R,W,CB,H,R, Ruben Carrasillo
11. 3101 Temple Ave., Portland, OR CR,I,F,X,L,SA, General Manager
Pomona, CA 91768 N,SD,FP,OC,SR (909) 598-7666/598-5654
ruben.carrasillo@shilohilltopinns.com
Country Inns & Suites, by Carlson 120 $49-59 1987 Cambridge Group 32 FP,CB,CH,X,P,CR,N,H,I Pamela Rivard
12. 231 N. Vineyard Ave. 2002 Ontario, LP Full Kitchens, Eve Social Hour General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 937-6000/472-9010
pamela.rivard@countryinns.com
Towne Place Suites 112 $89-139 Campbell Lodging na B, K, CB, CR, F, FP, GS, Shannon Lebbe
13. 9625 Milliken Ave. 2005 Brea, CA H, I, L, N, P, S, W,X Sales Manager
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 (909) 466-1100/466-1101
cmpm047@cmpm.net
Country Side Suites (by Aryes) 107 $69-205 1991 Ayres Hotel Group 30 FP,N,P,CR Alex Uniack
14. 204 N. Vineyard Ave. 2001 Costa Mesa, CA H,W,CH,X General Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 (909) 937-9700/937-2070
alexuniack@ayreshotels.com
Ayres Inn 101 $79-99 1989 Ayres Hotel Group 25 Full Buffet Breakfast, Garrett Kramer
15. 2260 Griffin Way 2005 Costa Mesa, CA Evening Refreshments, General Manager
Corona, CA 92879 Comp. Guest Laundry, (951) 734-2140/734-4056
Exercise Room gkramer@ayreshotels.com
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“Fortunately, there was not a
problem with the batch that was
released, but it appears that the mis-
alignment of leader behavior with company values in this situation
laid the foundation for poor execution, and a potentially dangerous
situation, in the future,” he adds. 
The “BRIDGE” that failed: Alignment Between Leader Actions
and Company Values and Priorities. 
THE LESSON:
Leader behavior must be aligned with company objectives and
values. While Lepsinger admits this phrase has been said so often
that it’s become a cliché, he says companies can’t afford to ignore it. 
“You don’t really understand how important value alignment is
or the impact it has on effective execution until you see what hap-
pens when it's not there,” says Lepsinger. “That’s why stories like
the Johnson & Johnson one are so important. They remind us not to
take it for granted or assume it’s a ‘no-brainer.’” 
Execution Gap Maker #4: Toyota 
During 2010 Toyota recalled millions of cars due to a variety of
defects. This was an extraordinary number for a company once rec-
ognized for the quality of its vehicles. What went wrong? It appears
Toyota’s decentralized structure, which served it well for many
years, turned into a liability as the company continued to grow and
dominate worldwide markets. 
“For example, some of Toyota’s former U.S. senior executives
believe that keeping the U.S. operations separated in a functional
structure—rather than reporting to a single headquarters—forced
each to report back to Japan,” says Lepsinger. “This required cus-
tomer complaints to first make their way through the U.S. operation
and then over to Japan where they were reviewed by a special com-
mittee—which would then have to communicate back to the U.S. All
this had to happen before a recall could be issued.” 
The “BRIDGE” that failed: A Structure That Supports
Execution. 
THE LESSON: 
Make sure you have a structure that supports execution.
Lepsinger notes that a good structure enhances accountability, coor-
dination, and communication. Plus, it ensures that decisions are
being made as close to the action as possible. Toyota’s structure
slowed down decision making and the company’s ability to effec-
tively respond to the recall crisis. 
“The Toyota breakdown also illustrates that the five execution
bridges are not permanent,” notes Lepsinger. “In fact, they are quite
fragile. Once you’ve built them, you must keep vigilant watch over
them and work hard to maintain them over time. It’s quite possible
for a company to have a bridge in place one year, only to discover
that over time it has weakened or even crumbled and is no longer
able to help your people traverse the gap.”
...And Its Execution Gap Closer Round-Up
Execution Gap Closer #1: Netflix
Netflix received considerable media attention this year as it
demonstrated its ability to successfully execute its strategy to pro-
vide video over the Internet. The company began streaming movies
to TV-connected devices such as the Nintendo Wii, Microsoft Xbox
360, and a new Blu-ray Disc player, and the strategy is already
showing signs of paying off. Although the ability to deliver stream-
ing video has just recently become a
The 2010...
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INLAND EMPIRE People and Events
Buy some ice cream, help someone hear!
Helping People Hear Again, a nonprofit organization that pro-
vides refurbished hearing aids for free to low-income people, bene-
fited from a fundraiser held by Ben and Jerry’s ice cream at the
River, 71-800 Highway 111, Rancho Mirage.
Twenty percent of all ice cream sales were donated to Helping
People Hear Again. 
For more information on Helping People Hear Again visit
www.helpingpeoplehearagain.com.
$900 million toward a natural gas power plant gets green light—
the estimated $900 million CPV Sentinel Power Plant, which is pri-
vately funded, will serve as a backup power source for wind and
solar to ensure uninterrupted service. The natural gas power plant
should be up and running by 2013.
The plant also is expected to create some 350 jobs, produce $2.6
million in new business taxes and $6.4 million in annual property
taxes.
For more information on CPV Sentinel Power Plant visit
www.energy.ca.gov.
Twelve students awarded College of the
Desert scholarships
Twelve students received the Dumont
Foundation Scholarship: Brenda Beets-
Brown, Amanda Emmett, Betty Hill, Salle
Kirby, Michael Navarro, Virginia
Santillanes, Dominic Serna and Lynda
White ($500 scholarship each); Josiah Bolth,
Andrew Toscano and Lazaro Sanchez
($1,000 portfolio scholarship each) and
Saoirse O'Sullivan ($1,000 merit and portfo-
lio scholarship).
Students must attend COD full time and
maintain a 3.5 GPA in their major and a 3.0
GPA overall to qualify.
For more information on College of the
Desert scholarships visit www.college-
ofthedesert.edu.
Grand opening and chamber ribbon cut-
ting
The Coachella Chamber of Commerce
held a ribbon cutting for Liberty Tax and
Farmers Insurance of Coachella Valley.
For more information on Liberty Tax
and Farmers Insurance of Coachella Valley
visit www.libertytax.com or call (760) 390-
2832.
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in your organization and learn how
real-world companies have put them
into action: 
Rule 1: Develop Your Social Skills. Leaders in this new Social
Nation are expected to follow as much as they lead, collaborating
with their colleagues while still providing structure and support. In
boardrooms and offices around the world, leaders are starting to
become more interconnected, to put others’ needs first, and to find
motivation in helping others succeed. They facilitate rather than con-
trol. 
“You can’t expect your organization’s Social Nation to be suc-
cessful if you as a leader don’t think about the needs and wants of
your employees and customers,” Libert cautions. “I’m reminded of
Andrea Jung, CEO of Avon. She strives to make Avon a ‘company for
women,’ and feels that it’s very important to empower the company’s
saleswomen by talking with them about what matters to them as well
as to Avon. And guess what? Avon was one of the few companies to
chart growth during the 2008-2009 recession.” 
Rule 2: Let Culture Lead Your Way. When building your social
organization, remember that the DNA of the company is very impor-
tant, so let an open and honest culture be a guiding principle. After
all, culture defines your company because it tells employees what to
expect and lets customers know who you are and what you stand for. 
For a great example, look at Zappos—a company whose success
is due largely to an emphasis on culture. Zappos is based around 10
core values, which all employees know and understand. Beyond that,
working at Zappos is fun, personal, and social. For example, there’s
a Dance Dance Revolution machine in the lobby! Most importantly,
though, employees are encouraged to connect authentically with each
other and with customers. They feel good about where they work—
and that shows in their engagement and performances. 
Rule 3: Mind Your Online and Offline Manners. How you say
something—be it online or off—is as important as what you say, and
can help make the difference in gaining fans, friends, and followers.
And remember that technology connects people in faster and more
transparent ways than ever! 
“Social media can definitely propel your company forward, espe-
cially when employees are excited and involved,” Libert reiterates.
“Australian telecom company Telstra gets this concept. In fact, at
Telstra, social media participation is mandatory! However, the com-
pany trains each employee on how to appropriately participate, bas-
ing its guidelines on responsibility, respect, and representation. Very,
very smart." 
Rule 4: Listen, Learn, Adapt. Social intelligence enables your
company to benefit from all that is happening around you—including
the conversations of your constituents—so you can adapt what you
do and how you do it to better meet the needs of your customers,
employees, and market demands. After all, it’s a good thing to under-
stand what your customers need and want and how they interact with
your products and services. 
If you have a younger child, you’ve probably heard of Webkinz,
which has turned out to be a brilliant concept by Ganz. Kids receive
avatars of their stuffed animals in an online community, which allows
them to interact with other children and to care for their “pets.” But
more importantly, Ganz is able to keep tabs of how many customers
it has, how long they spend online, and how they feel about the prod-
ucts they’ve bought. Using this information, Ganz is able to improve
its product and its customer interac-
The Future...
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which is of most interest. This is the
demand that will hit the market
when labor markets rebound, and
this is the demand which will generate new construction jobs.
Taking the 2002 to 2007 period as normal on average, we compute
the number of new households that would have been created but for
the kids and parents moving home. Using either data set the number
is around 140,000 units. This is approximately the number of units
California needs to build each year to keep up with population
growth and replacement requirements. 
Breaking down the potential demand by geography yields an
interesting picture. While the data at the county level are not incred-
ibly accurate due to sampling error, the overall pattern is clear.
Potential demand is most pronounced in the coastal cities. While this
might seem counter intuitive given that the unemployment rate
inland is much higher than the coast, it admits a simple explanation.
In land there is ample housing stock. The foreclosures simply
changed owners into renters and the excess housing drove down
rents. So, two earner families who became one earner families may
have lost title to their house, but they can still afford to rent. In
Coastal cities rents are higher. Therefore when a two earner family
becomes a one earner family they are less able to rent a suitable
place. They can move further out, and some surely did, or they can
move in with friends and family. It is this latter phenomenon which
shows up in the data. Thus while coastal markets have very little
inventory and little new housing, they have the bulk of potential
demand. 
The implications of this fact are profound. If this potential
demand becomes realized demand in a short period of time, the
annual demand for new housing units will be double what is experi-
enced in normal times. This will force more rapid home price appre-
ciation and a quick turn-around in real estate and residential con-
struction. If the conversion of potential into realized demand is driv-
en by employment, and our employment growth forecast is correct,
then there will be a smaller augmented demand for new construction
and a slower, but healthier recovery in residential housing. With
12.4% unemployment in California, and the demographics of this
potential demand heavily weighted towards the Echo-Boomers in
their early 20’s, the slow addition to demand seems more likely. But
it is intriguing that housing markets could take off once again. 
Government 
The election yielded a new administration in the State House in
Sacramento, but did not change the old story of budget shortfalls and
potential spending cuts. However, the severity of the current budget
crisis, due in no small part to the current legislative and executive
branches kicking the can down the road, is not indicative of the
future. Nevertheless, the cutting which will occur in the early part of
the 2011 fiscal year will be greater than it might have been if the cur-
rent legislature had not used one time transfers to fill the 2010 budg-
et shortfall. What that means is a loss of public sector jobs in the
third quarter of 2011 and a slower, albeit marginally so, growth of
the California economy in the coming year. 
Now we turn to the good news. The changes in how the state
does business as a result of the recent election may have profound
and positive implications for California. The voters were very clear
in informing Sacramento that it would have to make do with the
resources that are available from current tax and fee sources. The
vehicle surcharge to fund parks was turned down, the state’s ability
to tap into particular funding of local governments was prohibited,
and the legislature’s ability to increase revenue through the enact-
ment of new or higher fees was severely curtailed. In other words,
until the state is able to demonstrate
Laying the...
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BB&K Hires Four Associates for
Southern California Offices
Best Best & Krieger LLP recently hired four associates to join
the firm’s growing municipal and redevelopment law practice in its
Los Angeles, San Diego and Ontario offices.
The new attorneys include Robert M. Shaw and Hannah
Schartiger, as well as Rebecca Andrews and Curtis R. Wright, both of
whom were summer associates with BB&K in 2009.
“We welcome the new attorneys to a growing and thriving prac-
tice here at BB&K,” said attorney Dean Derleth, a BB&K partner
who oversees the firm’s municipal and redevelopment law practice
and serves as city attorney to Corona and Colton.
Attorneys in BB&K’s municipal law practice serve as city attor-
ney to more than 30 cities across California. The firm most recently
became town attorney of Mammoth Lakes in the eastern Sierra
mountains, with Andrew Morris of the Sacramento office serving in
that position.
BB&K’s municipal law practice was recently infused with 14
attorneys from the Sacramento law firm of McDonough Holland &
Allen, which wound down operations earlier this year. All together,
19 former McDonough attorneys joined BB&K’s Sacramento office
in September. In addition, three veteran litigators from Akerman
Senterfitt recently joined BB&K’s municipal practice in Los Angeles.
Shaw, a recent addition to BB&K’s Los Angeles office, also
came from Akerman Senterfitt, where he focused on construction lit-
igation, arbitration and mediation for public and private clients, sub-
contractors, contractors and design professionals. Shaw graduated
from the College of Law at Syracuse University in May 2004 and, at
the same time, received a master’s degree in public administration
from the university’s Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public
Affairs. Previously, Shaw worked as the assistant to the director of
public works at the city of Long Beach where he researched environ-
mental impacts and land-use restrictions for proposed projects.
Wright, a former Army captain who fought in Iraq as part of
Operation Iraqi Freedom, is based in BB&K’s Ontario office. Wright
graduated from the University of La Verne College of Law in May
2010.
Schartiger, a civil engineer turned attorney, joined the firm’s San
Diego office. She graduated from the University of San Diego School
of Law in December 2009. Prior to BB&K, Schartiger worked for
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command in San Diego as a senior
construction claims engineer.
Andrews, who received a master’s degree in theology, joined
BB&K’s San Diego office. She graduated from the University of San
Diego School of Law in May 2010.
Wright, Schartiger and Andrews passed the California bar exam
that was given in July.
reality, Netflix has been preparing
to replace its original business
model of delivering DVDs through
the mail since the company was formed in 1997. 
“The company’s readiness for change is incredible,” observes
Lepsinger. “A decade before the technology was even a commercial
reality, it recognized that the delivery of movies over the Internet
would eventually replace mail. Even the name they chose for the
company reflected this awareness. They named the company
‘Netflix’ and not ‘Mailflix,’ which would have been an easier con-
cept to understand more than a decade ago.” 
Execution Gap Closer
The 2010...
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that it can manage the funds it has,
the voters are not in a mood to aug-
ment those funds with new revenue
sources. 
On the other hand, the voters gave the governor and the legisla-
ture the tools to allocate those resources and come up with a budg-
et. No longer can the majority party point the finger at the minority
veto that existed heretofore as the reason for gridlock in Sacramento.
If there is gridlock, they can only point the finger at themselves, and
presumably the voters will feel the same way. The new redistricting
commission is, at least in theory, a way in which to give the voters
more voice in approving or disapproving of the manner in which the
legislature conducts itself, and therefore provides an additional
incentive for a timely resolution of budgets. 
What does this mean for Californians? First, if you are one of
those affected by the allocation of the general fund, it has a person-
al impact. You will know before the start of the fiscal year where you
stand with respect to state government resources. But more broadly
it means that California government will no longer be the source of
uncertainty within the state and just as important, California govern-
ment will no longer be held up as a government that doesn’t func-
tion. Both of these will be positive forces for California businesses
thinking of possibly growing within the state and for business think-
ing of starting up or moving to the state. While it will take a while
for a demonstrable effect to be seen, the tools are in place for that to
happen and that is very good news for the long run. 
The California Forecast 
In the last California Report we characterized the recovery in the
near term as “Stanford-Crocker” growth, indicating a period of
almost imperceptible growth. The current forecast is for similar slow
growth until the end of next year. With only the first indication of
changes in consumer and business expectations revealing them-
selves in the contemporaneous data, and in the absence of an exter-
nal driver to induce faster growth, this is the most likely scenario for
this phase of the recovery. It will be a difficult period as not only
does the state economy have to re-generate 1.3 million jobs to return
to pre-recession levels of employment, but it must also generate
additional jobs for all of the new entrants to the labor force over the
past two and a half years. 
The drivers of the recovery from this recession will be education,
health care, exports and technology and to some extent by growth in
residential construction. The first four are more heavily centered in
coastal California and are currently generating some job growth for
these sub-regions. The latter will begin to generate jobs along the
coast in the near term, but there will be little new activity inland
until housing markets turn. Thus, economic growth in California
will be bifurcated with an early recovery along the coast coexisting
with continued economic doldrums to the east. 
Typically large structural adjustment such as that which occurred
in aerospace in 1991 and in the internet and software sectors in 2001,
require four to six years for recovery. With residential construction
in the Inland Empire and Central Valley beginning its adjustment in
2006, we can expect no substantial growth in these regions over the
forecast horizon. If other sectors do not pick up the slack, the bifur-
cated recovery will be with us for the next few years. 
Our expectation for 2011 is a growth in employment of 1.6%.
The bulk of this growth will be obtain in the latter part of the year.
The end of year growth will be slightly faster than the U.S. as
increases in U.S. consumption levels will be magnified in
California’s logistics industry and increases in exports to the grow-
ing economies of Asia will disproportionately affect California.
Employment growth is expected to
Laying the...
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ness. Most recently before Fantasy
Springs, he worked at the Ameristar
Casino East Chicago as the Asian
Player Development Manager. He speaks English, Mandarin,
Cantonese, and Taishan.
Player Development manager, Keri Downs, came to Fantasy
Springs from another Palm Springs area casino in 2009 and helped
Dan London build the team. Originally from Pittsburgh, PA, Keri and
her family moved to the Palm Springs area in 1987.
Rose Huang, Asian Player Development manager, was born in
Shanghai, China and moved to the United States in 2000, making her
way to the bright lights of Las Vegas, Nevada. She studied hotel man-
agement at University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Before Fantasy Springs,
Rose was the Asian executive casino host at the Rio and Paris Las
Vegas. Rose signed on at Fantasy Springs in October 2010. She
speaks English, Mandarin, Cantonese, Shanghai, Hangzhou and
Chengdu.
Southern California native Rae-Ann Terry was promoted from
Player Development host to the position of special events assistant
manager after demonstrating a high caliber of guest relations and a
flair for details.
Kelly Mui, originally from Chicago, Illinois, attended DePaul
University and pursued career in the casino industry to utilize her
multi-lingual abilities. She joined Ameristar Casinos as a casino host.
Kelly recently moved to California to become the Asian Player
Development executive with Fantasy Springs Resort Casino. She
enjoys having a personal relationship with her valued guests and pro-
vides warm Midwestern hospitality to all guests at Fantasy Springs
Resort Casino. She speaks Cantonese, Mandarin and English.
Karen Lu came on board with Fantasy Springs Resort Casino in
the fall of 2010. She traveled nearly across the country to take the
position of Asian Player Development executive, leaving the cold
winters of Chicago and the Ameristar Casino East Chicago.
Originally from Taipei, Taiwan, she moved to the United State in
1998 and attended the University of Illinois, Chicago. Karen speaks
English, Mandarin, Taiwanese and Cantonese.
Kevin Kim joined Fantasy Springs in late 2010 as one of its Asian
Player Development host. Prior to working for Fantasy Springs,
Kevin spent six successful years in commercial real estate sales. He
was born in Korea and moved to the United States with his family at
the age of 19. Kevin speaks English and Korean.
Teresa Aquino has been providing above-and-beyond guest serv-
ice since 1996 when she started as a cocktail server at a local casino.
She was promoted to casino host in 2003 and joined Fantasy Springs
Resort Casino in February 2010 as a Player Development host.
Teresa speaks English and Spanish.
Israel Esmeralda, or “Izzy” as he’s known at the casino, joined
Fantasy Springs in its sales and marketing department in 2006. In late
2010, he was promoted to the position of Player Development host.
Israel was born and raised in Palm Springs and attended College of
the Desert. He speaks English and Spanish.
Since Merry Hoffman joined Fantasy Springs Resort Casino in
2007, she has held positions including administrative assistant in
transportation marketing, and has been promoted twice, most recent-
ly to the position of Player Development host. She was born in
Houston, TX and educated in Southern California.
Player Development Host Steve Titleman has actually been with
Fantasy Springs for 10 years. He’s seen the casino grow into the full-
service resort it is today. His contribution to Fantasy Springs Resort
Casino was preceded by 15 years in the auto electronic sales indus-
try.
Fantasy Springs Resort Casino provides an oasis in the desert,
featuring 30 “Best of Gaming”
New Player...
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Financial Brokerage Firms Serving the Inland Empire
Ranked by Number of Offices in Inland Empire (Riverside and San Bernardino Counties)
Company # Offices I. E. Registered Brokers Headquarters Top Local Executive
Address Inland Empire Full Time Services Year Established Title
City/State/Zip Company Wide Part Time Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Edward Jones 37 37 Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Life St. Louis, MO Jamie Harwood
1. 5420 Philadelphia St., #D 10,000 Insurance,  Estate Planning, 1871 Financial Advisor
Chino, CA 91710 401k, and other Retirement Plans (909) 591-3555/(888) 285-6050
www.edwardjones.com
Merrill Lynch & Co. 4 18 Financial Planning, New York, NY Henk Fisher
2. 4141 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 150 Stocks, Bonds, Annuities, Mortgages, 1886 Resident Manager
Ontario, CA 91764 Real Estate, Insurance Products (909) 476-5100/476-5163
henkfisher@ml.com
Wells Fargo Advisors 2 15 Retail Brokerage, St. Louis, MO Brian Moser
3. 3850 Vine St., Ste. 100 Public Finance, 1887 Complex Administration Manager
Riverside, CA 92507 Corporate Finance (951) 784-8700/682-2517
www.wellsfargoadvisors.com
UBS 3 40 Full Service Weehawkeen, NJ Scott Morris
4. 3801 University Ave., Ste. 300 281 Brokerage 1879 Complex Manager
Riverside, CA 92501 (951) 684-6300/682-9409
www.ubs.com
Smith Barney Inc. 2 40 Investment Brokerage New York, NY Jack Johnson
5. 456 W. Foothill Blvd. na Branch Manager
Claremont, CA 91711 (909) 625-0781/621-6046
www.smithbarney.com
Bishop, Fuller & Associates (Amerifirst) 1 2 Financial Planning, Full Minneapolis, MN Ian D. Bishop
6. 818 N. Mountain Ave. 1,000 + Brokerage Service, 1894 Senior Financial Advisor
Upland, CA 91786 Insurance, Mutual Funds (909) 608-0588/608-0589
www.ameripriseadvisors.com
Gorian Investments 1 6 Full Service Stock & Bond Brokerage, San Bernardino, CA Charles Painter
7. 1200 Californoa St., Ste. 220 6 Retirement Plans, Mutual Funds, Fully 1984 President
Redlands, CA 92374 Managed Accounts (909) 888-7551/889-1647
www.psginv.com
JP Turner & Compant LLC 1 4 Mutual Funds, Equities, Life & Health, Atlanta, GA Robert J. Bickele
8. 45110 Club Dr., Ste. B 1,900+ Insurance, Retirement Planning, 1962 Branch Manager
Indian Wells, CA 92210 Estate Planning, Fixed & Variable Annuities (800) 549-6900/(760) 779-5338
www.jpturner.com
National Planning Corp. 1 1 Investment Advisory, Santa Monica, CA Eddie Ngo
9. 222 E. Olive Ave., Ste. 2 Financial Retirement Planning, na Broker
Redlands, CA 92373 Full Service Brokerage (909) 307-1760/307-1763
edngo@verizon.net
Pacific Premier Investment Services 1 1 Mutual Funds, Tax-deferred Annuities Costa Mesa, CA Steve Gardner
10. 1598 E. Highland Ave. 6 0 Life Insurance, Long Term Care Insurance 1983 President
San Bernardino, CA 92404. Financial Planning, 401K (909) 886-9751/886-0710
www.ppbi.com
RPM Insurance & Financial Services 1 1 Investment Advisors Redlands, CA William A. McCalmon
11. 300 E. State St., Ste. 438 Full Service Brokerage 1974 President
Redlands, CA 92373 (909) 792-6765/798-9668
www.rpminsurance.com
Thornes & Associates, Inc. 1 4 Full Service Brokerage, Redlands, CA John T. Thornes
12. Investment Securities Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, 1996 President
412 E. State St. Retirement Plans & RIA (909) 335-7440/335-5746
Redlands, CA 92373 thornes@thornesinvest.com
Triton Asset Management 1 3 Full Service San Diego, CA Ken McDonald
13. 777 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Ste. 200 Brokerage 1973 Regional Branch Manager
Palm Springs, CA 92262 (760) 323-5152
kmcdon5116@aol.com
N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose  na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright 2010 by IEBJ.
within Hunter Park Business Center
in Riverside for $7.1 mil ($47/sf).
The facility, located at 1100 Citrus
Avenue, south of Center Street and east of I-215, was built in 2007. 
A.M.A. is a plastic injection molding and tooling organization
that plans to occupy the entire building as its corporate HQ location.
The company is relocating from Corona. 
Milo Lipson and Ryan Velasquez of Grubb & Ellis brokered the
transaction for the seller, Oakmont Industrial Group. Walter Frome of
Voit Commercial Brokerage L.P. represented the buyer in the deal. 
In another recent Riverside industrial sale, Crystal Windows paid
$4.2 million for a 111.3k square foot ($38/sf) freestanding building
on 10 acres at 1850 Atlanta Avenue, just east of the confluence of I-
215 and the 60 and 91 freeways. The buyer, a window and door man-
ufacturer, is looking to expand its manufacturing operations on the
West Coast. 
Real Estate...
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tion. 
Rule 5: Include Others in
Everything You Do. As an organization that is seeking to benefit
from membership in the Social Nation, relying on others in every part
of your company is the only way to alter what you do and how you
do it to generate new revenues and increase profits. 
“Ducati really personifies this strategy,” Libert asserts. “In 2003,
the company did away with its traditional marketing in high-end
magazines and the like, and re-centered itself around community
members, their needs, feedback, and conversations. Ducati made sure
that fans and owners could attend plenty of rallies, races, parties, and
bike shows, as well as become involved in an online community.
Now, Ducati has become even more popular due to fan enthusiasm—
and its products and services have improved due to customer feed-
back and suggestions!” 
Rule 6: Rely on Others for Growth and Innovation. Friends,
fans, and followers are instrumental in achieving growth in today’s
connected world. Instead of the “old” method of relying on focus
groups that meet behind two-way mirrors, it’s time to engage cus-
tomers in a two-way conversation to innovate new products and serv-
ices that matter. 
Take Mountain Dew, for example. Instead of traditional product
development efforts, PepsiCo created a “DEWmocracy” campaign to
decide what the next Mountain Dew flavor would be. Anyone could
log on to Mountain Dew’s website and play an exciting multi-leveled
game, through which they could rack up points toward their preferred
soda being chosen. Essentially, the company’s next soft drink was in
the hands of its Social Nation. Power to the people, indeed! 
Rule 7: Reward Others and You Will Be Rewarded Too. As
organizations focus more and more on connections and relationships,
customers want to be rewarded emotionally as well as financially.
Successful businesses have to meet both needs. 
“Apple is the poster child for rewarding fans,” Libert contends.
“Anyone can develop an app for the iPhone or iPad. Now, just three
years after the release of the iPhone, the app craze has become a $2.5
billion yearly earnings extravaganza for the company—and that’s just
Apple’s share of the rewards. In fact, individual developers are
offered a 70/30 profit division—in their favor!—to create apps based
on their individual views of the community’s wants and needs. You’d
better believe that these folks are emotionally and financially con-
nected to Apple, as well as socially connected to each other!”
“When you follow these Social Nation-building rules, you’ll
achieve the results you desire based on customers who care and
employees who enjoy what they
do every day,” concludes Libert.
“It’s true: With open communica-
tion and all-around engagement,
your company’s social media and
new technologies will realize new
revenue sources and transform
your business.”
Barry Libert is the author of
“Social Nation:  How to Harness
the Power of Social Media to
Attract Customers, Motivate
Employees, and Grow Your
Business.”
The Future...
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(Well...Maybe) #2: Barnes &
Noble 
Lepsinger would like to classify
Barnes & Noble as a success, but it’s just not clear yet whether the
company really fits in that category. The move to electronic books
has caused booksellers to take a close look at how they do business,
but the jury is still out on whether Barnes & Noble’s response to the
dramatic changes in the publishing industry will be successful. 
“Barnes & Noble appears to be doing a lot of the right things,”
says Lepsinger. “It developed the NOOK and has devoted significant
space in its retail stores to display and promote it, and it has a broad
online library. The big question is whether the company is fully com-
mitted to this change. Will it turn out like Netflix and successfully
make the transition to a new method of delivery? Or will it end up
more like Blockbuster, which has struggled to adapt to new technol-
ogy and shift from bricks-and-mortar stores to an online-based busi-
ness model?” 
The “BRIDGE” that held for Gap Closers #1 and 2: The Ability
to Manage Change. 
THE LESSON: 
The ability to manage change is critical. Yet, despite all the effort
and resources that have been devoted to helping them achieve this,
managers and organizations still often get poor marks in this area.
That said, yet another change management process or program is not
the solution, emphasizes Lepsinger. 
The 2010...
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September
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• Independent Living Centers • Who’s Who in Building Development • Golf Courses
October
• Lawyers/Accountants-Who’s Who • Telecommunications • Internet Services
• HMO/PPO Enrollment Guide • Office Technology/Computers • Long Distance/Interconnect Firms
• Economic Development Temecula Valley • International Trade • Copiers/Fax/Business Equipment
• Financial Institutions (2nd Quarter, ‘11) • Holiday Party Planning • Private Aviation
November
• Retail Sales • Human Resources Guide • Commercial R.E. Development Projects
• Industrial Real Estate • Executive Gifts • Commercial R.E. Brokers
• Commercial R.E./Office Parks • Building and Development • Fastest Growing I.E. Companies
• Educational Services Directory • New Communities • Mortgage Companies
• Title Companies
December
• Financial Institutions (3rd Quarter, ’11) • Health Care • 2012 “Book of Lists”
• Top Ten Southern California Resorts • Professional Services Directory • Business Brokerage Firms
• Temporary Placement Agencies
EDITORIAL FOCUS SUPPLEMENTS LISTS
2011 EDITORIAL SCHEDULE
F o r P l a n n i n g  2 0 1 1  A d v e r t i s i n g ,
M a r k e t i n g ,  a n d  P u b l i c i t y  W i t h
T h e
I n l a n d  E m p i r e  B u s i n e s s  J o u r n a l
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N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose  na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright 2010 by IEBJ.
Top Colleges and Universities in the Inland Empire
Ranked by 2010 Enrollmentcontinued from pg. 7
Institution Students: Faculty: Type of Institution Tuition & Fees: On Campus: Top Local Exec.
Address Total Enrollment Full-Time Year Founded Calif. Resident Room & Board Title
City, State, Zip Student-Faculty Ratio Part-Time Non-Resident (Avg. Yearly Cost) Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address
Harvey Mudd College 735 79 Private/4 year $36,635 $11,971 Maria Klawe
18. 301 E. 12th St. 9:1 10 1955 President
Claremont, CA 91711 (909) 621-8000/607-4005
admission@hmc.com
Brandman University (Victor Valley Campus) 630 3 Private $345 per Unit/Undergrad. N/A Jan Hartz
19. 12421 Hesperia Rd. Ste. C-6 12:1 50 (Non-Profit) $415 per Unit/Grad. Director
Victorville, CA 92395 1861 (Orange) (760) 955-7555/955-7444 
hartz@brandman.edu
Western State Univ. College of Law 450 22 ABA Provisionally $15,500 Full Time/ $10,400 Bill Adams
20. 1111 N. State College Blvd. 20:1 35 Approved Private (Per Semester) Dean
Fullerton, CA 92807 Institution, 1966 Summer Session $872/Unit (714) 459-1101/441-1748
(Non-Resident Same) adm@wsulaw.edu
Chapman Univ. (Coachella Valley Campus) 350 13 Private $345 per unit/Undergrad. N/A Cynthia Flores
21. 42-600 Cook St., Ste. 134 15:1 80 1861 (Orange) $415 grad. Director
Palm Desert, CA 92211 (760) 341-8051/346-4628
national annual retail sales were up
a modest 2 percent from 12 months
prior. Retailers will closely moni-
tor their inventories in 2011 as the anticipated majority delay
increasing order purchases until mid-year or into 2012. This ‘wait-
and-see’ strategy will have a direct impact on world cargo volume
growth projections, which are anticipated to record a 6 percent
annual gain in 2011 – a rate that falls short of 2010s 10 percent
increase. Last year’s higher growth rate was due to retailers replen-
ishing their inventories after operating with just enough to stay in
business during 2009, while taking advantage of China’s devalued
yuan, which equated to more U.S. dollar buying power.
Any growth in world trade volumes will have a positive impact
on Southern California’s industrial markets, since 40 percent of the
U.S.’s imported containers come through the ports of Los Angeles
and Long Beach. Roughly 50 percent of these imports are bound
for local markets to serve the basin’s 18 million residents, translat-
ing into an increased demand for industrial space to warehouse
these goods. Since the Inland Empire is an extension of Los
Angeles – where the vacancy rate is under 5 percent – many dis-
tributors will move inland to access a wide selection of first-gen-
eration, Class A warehouses available at highly competitive rental
rates. Some may even tap into the region’s available land supply,
opting for build-to-suit or owner-built projects. This year, for
instance, SKECHERS will complete construction on a 1.8-million-
square-foot facility in Moreno Valley, Castle & Cook will take
occupancy of its new 520,000-square-foot center in Riverside and
WinCo Foods has plans to eventually build a 2-million-square-foot
facility in Beaumont.
Southern California’s ports might lose market share due to
aggressive competition from Gulf and East Coast ports along with
some from the Northwest (Seattle, Prince Rupert, British
Columbia and Vancouver). The loss in market share can be attrib-
uted to increased shipper costs and potential issues at Los Angeles’
ports – chiefly, the Clean Truck programs; western railroads charg-
ing high intermodal rates; the International Longshore and
Warehouse Union’s rising pension costs; and negotiations with the
Maritime clerical workers, which
Inland Empire...
continued from pg. 23
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RESTAURANT REVIEW
We can custom
design a label just
for you using:
Photos, Logos,
Colors, Invitations,
Themes.
4231 Winevi l le  Road
Mira Loma, CA 91752
(951)  685-5376 or (951)  360-9180
www.gal leanowinery.com
Tour the Historic Winery weekends from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm or by appointment
Listed in the National Register of Historical Places
Weddings • Anniversaries
Birthdays • Special Events
Graduations • Holiday • Gifts
Wine Tasting Available Daily
Roscoe’s Famous Deli
By Bill Anthony
Peanut shells on the
floor.....shells on the
floor.......drop your shells on
the floor......hope you are
catching on! Yep, this is a fun,
fun place——a deli——a
Roscoe’s Famous Delibar——
and great selections of old-
fashioned East Coast sand-
wiches——thick and deli-
cious. Don’t be tempted to eat
the peanuts off the floor, they
serve free peanuts when you
are seated. The decor is also as
outrageous as the big portion
sizes of their menu. Look up
and see a car hanging from the
ceiling, look at the wall and
see a motorcycle—better yet,
look at all the giant-screen
TVs for great sporting events
and more.
The service is super
friendly and fast with back-
ground music
dating back to
rock and roll of
the ‘50s, ‘60s
and ‘70s.
A few not-
to-miss menu
items are Rod’s
S t a i r M a s t e r
Beef Brisket
($11.95).......Italian Beef
( $ 1 1 . 9 5 ) . . . . . . . . . . . T h e
“Capone” ($11.95).....and
St. Louis-style Pork Ribs
($19.95).
Go on a Friday and
Saturday night, after 9:00
p.m., and you can listen to
live music (bands) along
with having a great meal.
Go to their Web site at
Roscoesfamousdeli.com
then head over to the deli
in Chino Hills———but,
go “Hungry.”
Roscoe’s Famous Deli
is located at 14700
Pipeline Avenue in Chino
Hills and the phone num-
ber is (909) 597-3304.
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may cause a dispute and shut
down much of the seaport com-
plex. To date, West Coast ports
have already lost market share
to the Gulf and East Coast
ports before the economic cri-
sis, which may increase when
the widening of the Panama
Canal is complete in 2014 and
Southeast Asian Cargo is rout-
ed via the Suez Canal. A dra-
matic impact to Southern
California is questionable,
however, since competing
ports will have to expand their
terminals to accommodate
larger ships. When the econo-
my recovers, cargo traffic
increases are consistent and
shippers expand their opera-
tions, this rerouting of traffic
away from Southern California
may decline – few North
American ports have the facili-
ties and deep water drafts
required to accommodate
supertankers, unlike the Port of
Los Angeles. Additionally,
many Southern California-
based distributors use the
region as an access point to
funnel their goods locally and
to the Midwest.
The new year will present
mixed tones. On the one hand,
most retailers are reluctant to
increase inventory orders
based on lackluster consumer
confidence figures in 2010,
which limits the demand for
additional warehouse space.
On the other hand, rents are at
historical  lows and sale and
leasing activity was strong in
2010 (suggesting landlord and
tenant expectations were in
synch); the region is ranked
23rd among the nation’s top
100 metropolitan areas for
exporting activities; and the
Inland Empire is Southern
California’s last stop for com-
panies looking to establish
massive distribution centers
within reasonable proximity of
one of the world’s busiest port
systems. Although the first half
of 2011 may prove tepid, activ-
ity is projected to improve in
the second half as cost-effec-
tive distributors lease or pur-
chase first-generation, Class A
buildings to establish long-
term footprints in the region.
With an ongoing moratorium
on new speculative develop-
ment, this new activity will
cause the vacancy rate to
decrease to 7.3 percent by
year-end, as net absorption
gains parallel 2010s tally. For
big-box tenants already in
established Western submar-
kets, some may relocate east to
access first-generation space
offered at effective rents that
averaged $0.06 to $0.08 per
square foot below asking val-
ues in 2010; this spread aver-
aged $0.02 to $0.05 per square
foot in the west. Feeling the
brunt of negative absorption,
many Western landlords will
drop their rents to become
increasingly competitive and to
maintain their cash flows. As a
whole, warehouse rents are
expected to stabilize later in
the year as consolidations taper
off and the supply of buildings
in excess of 100,000 square
feet decreases. Well past the
‘trough phase’ that is charac-
teristic of a depressed market
and given 2010s annual decline
Inland Empire...
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in the total vacancy rate, the indus-
trial sector will show signs of
improvement in 2011.
Inland Empire Retail
Enduring the fallout associated with a battered housing market
and high unemployment in 2010, next year will be a slight
improvement at best.
While the Inland Empire’s economy will begin to show signs
of improvement in 2011, soft conditions for retailers will linger as
high unemployment and a battered housing market restrain space
demand. The unemployment rate in both Riverside and San
Bernardino counties was 14.8 percent in September 2010, one of
the highest rates in the country. Anticipated job growth in 2011
will serve as a crucial first step leading to an eventual recovery,
though it will likely take a few years of more robust employment
gains to fuel significant increases in retail spending. Taxable retail
sales reached $32.4 billion by year-end, a 4 percent annual
increase from 2009. Though an improvement, 2010s tally was 20
percent below peak levels recorded from 2005 to 2007.
Consumers focused on necessary rather than discretionary pur-
chases last year, increasing profitability at major discount retailers,
including Wal-Mart, Costco, Kohl’s and Forever 21. New jobs will
be added in 2011, but hiring will be anemic with 12,800 new non-
farm payrolls. This will under-cut consumer spending and moder-
ate annual retail sales growth – especially in a region where some
economists predict the unemployment rate will remain in the dou-
ble-digits until late 2013. The area’s average personal income is
also of concern. The poverty rate in the Inland Empire surged
about 31 percent from 2007 to 2009, according to the Brookings
Institution, validating what is common knowledge—the region
was at the front lines of the Great Recession after its housing mar-
ket collapsed.
Major retailers, such as Nordstrom, will tailor their stores’
inventory to appeal to regional consumer demand. A focus on
streamlining inventory orders, sales and store-space-efficiency
will also evolve into new formats. For instance, Toys R Us opened
four local Toys R Us Express stores that were operational during
the 2010 holiday season. The outlets, averaging 4,000 square feet,
featured value-oriented products unique to their locations as well
as an abridged selection of items available in the company’s tradi-
tional stores. Given the success of this demographic-flexible for-
mat, Toys R Us will expand the Express model, and some outlets
will remain open year-round.
The National Retail Federation estimated a 2.3 percent annual
increase in holiday retail sales during 2010, better than 2009s 40
basis point rise and a drastic improvement from 2008s 3.9 percent
drop. Although the U.S. economic outlook was generally lacklus-
ter during the second half of 2010, consumer spending was up. For
2011, the Inland Empire is anticipated to post $34 billion in total
taxable retail sales, up 5 percent from 2010; total personal income
will grow by 4.5 percent over this timeline. Though an improve-
ment, ‘necessary over discretionary’ will be a recurring theme in
2011. Most inland retail leasing activity in 2011 will continue to
involve local businesses taking advantage of rare opportunities
offered by high vacancy levels to either improve their location or
right-size existing stores rather than to expand their business.
Inland Empire...
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Best-selling Business Books
“The Explanation Age,”
By John Lewis, Ed.D.; CreateSpace,
an Amazom.com Company, Charleston,
South Carolina; 2010; 240 pages; $24.99.
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The
list is compiled based on information received from retail book-
stores throughout the U.S.A.
1. “All the Devils Are Here: The Hidden History of the Financial
Crisis,” by Bethany McLean & Joe Nocera (Penguin
Group…$32.95)*,**
The 20 year road to financial meltdown. 
2. “Winners Never Cheat: Even in Difficult Times,” by Jon
Huntsman, (Wharton School Publishing…$29.99) (4)
Why integrity is always a competitive advantage.
3. “Strengths Finder 2.0: A New and Updated Edition of the
Online Test from Gallup’s Now, Discover Your Strengths,” by
Tom Rath (Gallup Press…$22.95)(1)
Discover your strengths and integrate them with your career.
4. “Aftershock: The Next Economy and America’s Future,” by
Robert B.Reich (Alfred A. Knopf…$25.00)(2)
The last time so few people controlled the U.S. economy was 1928. 
5. “The Big Short: Inside the Doomsday Machine,” by Michael
Lewis;  (W.W. Norton…$27.95)(3)
The reality behind The Great Recession. 
6. “Delivering Happiness: A Path to Profits, Passion, and
Purpose,” by Tony Hsieh (Grand Central Publishing…$23.90)(5)
Moving an online shoe retailer from survival to $1.2 billion.
7. “The Accidental Billionaires: The Founding of Facebook: A
Tale of Sex, Money, Genius, and Betrayal,” by Ben Bezrich (Knopf
Doubleday…$18.12)**
A business book that’s so juicy Hollywood made it a movie.
8. “Too Big to Fail: The Inside Story of How Wall Street and
Washington Fought to Save the Financial Systems—and
Themselves” by Andrew Ross Sorkin (Penguin Group…$32.95)(6)
Does the size of a failing company dictate government rescue?
9. “Crisis Economics: A Crash Course in the Future of Finance,”
by Nouriel Roubini and Stephen Mihm (Penguin Group…$27.95)(7)
The prominent economist who saw the financial crash coming.
10. “Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us,” by
Daniel H. Pink” (Penguin Group…$26.95)(9) 
What you thought you knew about motivation may be wrong.
____________________
*(1) -- Indicates a book’s previous position on the list.
** -- Indicates a book’s first appearance on the list.
“How do we know what we
know?”  Even though Dr. John
Lewis isn’t the first to pose this
question, he may well be the
first to make the rest of us
pause and think about where
the Information Age and the
artificial intelligence (AI) of
our computers are taking us.
Lewis points out that AI and the
Information Age aren’t taking
anywhere we haven’t asked it
to go. In other words, AI gives
back pre-digested catalogs of
information in response to the
questions we ask of it. 
Pure memory isn’t intelli-
gence any more than a series of
automatic devices coupled with
a GPS on board an airplane is a
completely adequate substitute
for a trained, skilled pilot.  
For the moment, at least,
computers are only responsive,
not proactive.  Dr. Lewis notes:
“It is hard to image a com-
puter being intelligent or spiri-
tual.  Living in the Information
Age, we know that computers
are only going to do what we
tell them to do. But what if we
told them to learn? What if
their main program loop
aligned with our innate learning
process? What if the primary
reason there are so many skep-
tics of artificial intelligence…is
because there needs to be an
age between the Information
Age and the Age of Spiritual
machines?”  
Dr. Lewis proposes that we
call the next age The
Explanation Age. Here’s his
rationale:
“The essence of transparent
communications is more than
just ubiquitous access to data—
it also requires access to the
explanations. The Explanation
Age is about recognizing that
we cannot continue trying to
‘bolt on’ our explanations to the
data-centric user interfaces
found in the Information Age.
Transparency in education,
business, and policymaking has
evolved with the help of tech-
nology, provide answers to the
questions of what and how—
but not why. Let’s not blame
the technology, which can only
operate over a given philoso-
phy of mind. The fault lies with
philosophy itself.”
What does any of this have
to do with education, business
or policymaking? Lewis goes
on to cite a BusinessWeek sur-
vey published in May 2010,
noting that one leadership com-
petency is now valued by CEOs
above all others: creativity.  He
states:
“The problem is that most
Americans don’t think that they
can innovate…. [W]e find that
while the Chinese believe that
the United States will stay
ahead of China on innovation,
the Americans surveyed do not
think they can keep up the cre-
ative pace. And while
Americans are pinning their
hopes on an improved science
and math education for their
youth, the Chinese are con-
cerned with developing cre-
ative problem-solving skills.”
Toward the end of the book,
Dr. Lewis again focuses on the
critical role played by innova-
tion as an integral part of the
Age of Explanation:
“In inventing the airplane,
the Wright brothers were not
just solving a problem, they
were also seeing the opportuni-
ties. They were engaged in true
innovation, which required
their mastery in all phases of
the Inner Lesson Cycle. It is not
just problem-solving that builds
a company or nation; it is also
innovation which can be fos-
tered within the very way that
we learn.”
Lewis equates the way we
learn to the way all learning
takes place, even within the
evolving future of artificial
intelligence. He is in effect say-
ing that all intelligence, biolog-
ical or artificial, essentially
learns in very similar holistic
developmental patterns. His
point is that the next step for
both people and their intelligent
avatars, lies in the area he calls
The Age of Explanation.
Many people will find this
book to be a difficult reason. In
some ways it pre-supposes an
awareness of information tech-
nology people outside the fields
of education, business manage-
ment, and government policy-
making that most people sim-
ply don’t have. It is, however,
worth the effort to understand
the importance of what Dr.
Lewis is saying. 
Understand fully or not,
“The Explanation Age” points
the way to the future, and that’s
always an important thing to
learn.   
---Henry Holtzman
January 2011
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speed up in 2012 as the recov-
ery takes hold. Real personal
income growth is forecast to be
1.6% in 2011 and 3.6% in 2012. 
The unemployment rate has
been stuck between 12% and
13% throughout this year.
Employment growth in 2011
and 2012 will only push unem-
ployment down marginally and
we do not expect it to reach
9.9% until the 4th quarter of
2012.
Laying the...
continued from pg. 30
acceleration of growth in late
2011 that will gradually work to
lower the unemployment rate.
Inflation will pick up quicker
than the Fed now expects and as
a consequence the extraordinary
policy measures taken will grad-
ually be reversed and a gradual
tightening cycle might begin in
early 2012. 
Risky...
continued from pg. 8
tomers!  Focus on those levers
that drive your customers’ suc-
cess and relationships.
E - Engage & Empower -
Customers and Employees are
your two most important assets.
Engage them. Empower and
trust employees to take good
care of customers and build col-
laborative relationships.
How well do you execute in
each of these areas?  How much
VALUE do your customers real-
ly feel?
Each of these VALUE
Creating Imperatives requires a
discipline to become part of
your organization’s DNA.
These are critical to your suc-
cess for improving your cus-
tomer retention and making
your business more profitable,
no matter what the economic
environment.
Be unequivocal about creat-
ing promoters who sing your
praises…..customers who know
you are committed to their suc-
cess and who are committed to
your success!!
For more information,
please visit:  www.eiglconsult-
ing.com or contact:
vivian.blade@eiglconsulting.co
m
5 Myths...
continued from pg. 17
Wild!  How Savvy Professional
Win All the Business They
Want.”
For more information,
please visit www.RedZone-
Marketing.com and
w w w . A n d T h e C l i e n t s -
WentWild.com.
We Are...
continued from pg. 20
awards from Casino Player
magazine. Offering 2,000 of the
hottest slots, world-class table
games, entertainment, hotel,
dining and golf at Eagle Falls,
Fantasy Springs Resort Casino
stands to meet and exceed the
needs of its guests and the com-
munity. Fantasy Springs is con-
veniently located right off
Interstate 10, only minutes from
Palm Springs and the Palm
Springs International Airport.
Fantasy Springs is a privately
operated business of the
Cabazon Band of Mission
Indians. 
New Player...
continued from pg. 30
“Change is made one person
at a time,” he says. “And our
research, as well as the research
of others, indicates that success-
ful change is connected more to
the individual and collective
mindsets of employees than any
process. People change when
they are ready—not just when
they understand the need for
change. The most successful
companies facilitate change-
readiness and don’t just rely on
making the business case to
drive people’s motivation to
change.” 
Yes, as these stories illus-
trate, execution is the real bot-
tom line and Lepsinger’s con-
stant battle cry. It’s what he
pushes his clients to focus on as
they seek to improve organiza-
tional performance—and it’s
the lens he urges all leaders to
look through as they review
2010 and make their “business
resolutions” for 2011.
“Execution is not a single-
point event,” says Lepsinger.
“It’s an ongoing process. But
since your ability to execute
well and consistently is the very
fabric of success, I can think of
no better place to focus your
time and energy.”
For more information,
please visit www.onpointcon-
sultingllc.com. 
The 2010...
continued from pg. 32
to collect and store enough ther-
mal energy each morning to
operate at full power all after-
noon and for up to eight hours
after sunset. The game-changing
technology featuring inherent
energy storage affords utilities
with a generator that performs
with the reliability and dispatch-
ability of a conventional power
generator without harmful emis-
sions that are associated with
burning coal, natural gas and oil.
The final step in the
approval process involves
receiving National
Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) approval from the
Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) and Western Area Power
Administration (WAPA), which
SolarReserve hopes to receive
by the end of the first quarter of
2011. SolarReserve has released
the manufacturing of some long-
lead equipment items already
and anticipates concluding
financing arrangements by mid-
2011 in order to begin full on-
site construction in the third
quarter of 2011.
SolarReserve...
continued from pg. 12
Bruce Springer and Vince
Anthony of Lee & Associates
represented the seller,
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc.
Formerly based in Riverside,
Fleetwood Enterprises is a
motor homes and manufactured
housing producer. Brad Yates of
Grubb & Ellis and Jeff White of
Lee & Associates brokered the
deal for Crystal Windows. 
Real Estate...
continued from pg. 31
jobs such as washing cars and
collecting garbage. With those
studied, high performance was
the norm.
“By giving these employees
autonomy, you show them that
you have confidence in their
abilities and respect the skills
and qualifications they bring to
the table,” says Kuzmeski. “As
a result, they stay with the com-
pany and often outperform their
fellow employees.”
For more information,
please visit
www.RedZoneMarketing.com,
www.TheConnectorsBook.com,
and
www.AndTheClientsWentWild.c
om.
Connecting...
continued from pg. 15
safe and affordable quality housing
for people who need it most.”
Johnson identified a number of
areas that could utilize PPPs for
long-term job growth. He says, “While the recession is diminishing
the municipal pocketbook, it is also lowering building and equip-
ment costs, making large-scale infrastructure projects more cost-
effective.”
“Not only does investing in infrastructure provide for better
bridges, buildings, subsidized housing and services, but it creates
much-needed jobs. In fact, infrastructure expenditures have the
highest rate of return on employment numbers: for every $1 billion
in infrastructure spending, an estimated 18,000 jobs are created.”
Johnson cited the need for more enterprise zones and tax incen-
tives to keep businesses from leaving California, and he stressed col-
laboration among government entities. He said local municipalities,
particularly small cities, should not have to feel that they are com-
peting against larger cities to attract businesses to generate jobs and
tax revenue.
Public Private...
continued from pg. 22
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N E W B U S I N E S S County of San Bernardino
A&G WIRELESS
25655 REDLANDS BLVD.
LOMA LINDA, CA 92354
AIRLINES TICKETS
34598 YALE DR. 
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
ANAHEIM SHORES
655 NO MOUNTAIN AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
ARCO 1584 - ONTARIO
1245 E. 4TH ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91764
ATTAR AUTOS
1538 HOWARD ACCESS RD.
STE. A-3
UPLAND, CA 91786
BEST CARE MEDICAL
GROUP
14384 SLOVER AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
BEYOND MFG INT’L
15080 HILTON DR.
FONTANA, CA 92336
CAMP 13
1035 COLLEGE 
REDLANDS, CA 92374
CARIN’ FOR PLANTS
6212 SPRUCE AVE.
ANGELUS OAKS, CA 92305
CARMELITA
APARTMENTS
249 W. JACKSON ST. 
RIALTO, CA 92376
COUNTRY CLUB 
TERRACE
655 NO MOUNTAIN AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
COUNTRY CLUB VILLAS
655 NO MOUNTAIN AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
CREATIVE CONCEPTS
4836 N. VARSITY AVE. 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
ELATED CLOTHING CO.
5264 NOTNIL CT. 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
EMB BUSINESS
RESOURCES & 
SOLUTIONS
501 CHANDLER W. 
HIGHLAND, CA 92346
FTW, INC.
1540 ACACIA ST.
STE. A
ONTARIO, CA 91761
GIGI’S CLEANING 
SERVICES
2880 NORTH ORANGE AVE.
RIALTO, CA 92377
HOUSING RESCUE PLAN
229 S. RIVERSIDE AVE. 
STE. G 
RIALTO, CA 92376
INTEGRITY ENTERPRISES
859 W. D ST. 
ONTARIO, CA 91762
JESUS FABELA WELDING
SERVICE
12608 WELLS PL. 
CHINO, CA 91710
JUMPY KIDZ
34598 YALE DR. 
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
KAISER CONSULTING
5151 SUNSTONE AVE. 
ALTA LOMA, CA 91701
KAWAYAN HUT
14297 7TH ST. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
LALAS TRUCKING
11446 FOURTH AVE. 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
LEGENDZ BARBERSHOP
& SUPPLY
14423 MAIN ST. 
STE. 3 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
LESS BRACES. COM
9267 CHARLES SMITH AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
MATREYEK 
ADMINISTRATIVE
ACCOUNT
655 NO MOUNTAIN AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
MILLEFLEURS 
INFORMATION SERVICES
6980 PERRIS HILL RD. 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404
MOUNTAIN TROPHY &
PRO SHOP
40625 BIG BEAR BLVD. 
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
MRC CLINICS
9267 CHARLES SMITH AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
NICKLE ENTERPRISES
205 W. MEADOW LN. 
BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314
ONLY FOR YOU EVENT
PLANNERS
848 E VICTORIA ST. 
RIALTO, CA 92376
PAPAYA GARDEN 
CORPORATION
623 ORANGE ST. 
REDLANDS, CA 92374
PLAZA ART & FRAME
57246 29 PALMS HWY
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284
R & M HANDYMAN
8290 ONYX CT. 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
REDLANDS YOUTH
WRESTLING
1200 ARIZONA ST. 
STE. B11 
REDLANDS, CA 92374
RIVAS EMPIRE
7625 LOMBARDY AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92336
ROUGH HOUSE 
ATHLETIC WEAR
8260 9TH AVE. 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
ROYAL IMAGE AUTO
DETAIL
2424 S. LAKE AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
S C C E ELECTRICAL
SERVICES
8944 BELMONT AVE. 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
SEAN M HOGAN 
INDUSTRIAL REPAIR
9650 MILLIKEN AVE. 
APT. 8221 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
SENIOR VISITOR
10649 JOSHUA ST. 
ADELANTO, CA 92301
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
CONSTRUCTION 
ELECTRICAL SERVICE
8944 BELMONT AVE. 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
STAR CAR WASH
14986 7TH ST. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
STP CONSULTING/SAFETY
TRAINING 
PROFESSIONALS
314 MARIPOSA PRIVADO
ONTARIO, CA 91764
VPET PLASTIC INC.
5701 E. CLARK ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
WESTCOAST CARPET
CLEANING
8973 PALMETTO AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
YANGZHOU 5A PLASTIC
CO., LTD
4142 PACIFIC PRIVADO
ONTARIO, CA 91761
655 MOUNTAIN AVENUE
655 NO MOUNTAIN AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
ALL RV PARTS AND 
SERVICE
10785 SANTA FE AVE. 
EAST HESPERIA, CA 92345
ALLIANCE 
CONSTRUCTION
10220 STAFFORD ST. 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
AMERICAN HERITAGE
PERFORMANCE
13529 HOLMES ST.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
ANARCHY AND INK 
TATTOO
5727 ADOBE RD. 
TWENTYNINE PALMS, CA
92277
AP INCOME TAX
7942 HEMINGWAY CT.
FONTANA, CA 92336
APSARA METALS
2141 E. PHILIDELPHIA ST.
UNIT P ONTARIO, CA 91761
BEBE’S #1 TRUCKS &
AUTO DISMANTLER
14803 WHITTRAM AVE.
STE. A
FONTANA, CA 92335
BIG UGLY RACING
2048 W VALLEY BLVD.
RIALTO, CA 92376
CHUCK HURD, BROKER
42265 FOX FARM RD. 
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
CHUCK HURD TEAM
42265 FOX FARM RD. 
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
COAST TO COAST
INSURANCE AGENCY
14881 ROSETOWN AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92336
E.M.C. TRANSPORT
185 W MERRILL AVE. 
RIALTO, CA 92376
EGF TRANSPORT
9815 CUPID WAY
FONTANA, CA 92335
ELMER J. MILLER
ESTATE
25130 ASPEN AVE. 
LOMA LINDA, CA 92354
ESTRADA’S TRUCKING
18188 RANDALL AVE.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
FIRST DIESEL SYSTEMS
719 W. MARSHALL BLVD.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92405
FRESH WOK
15461 MAIN ST. 
STE. 201 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
G4S
14201 KENTWOOD BLVD.
STE. 4 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
IRIDESCENT MEMORIES
8568 HUNTER DR. 
ALTA LOMA, CA 91701
J & G TIRES
1600 E HOLT AVE.
POMONA, CA 91767
J.C.E TRANSPORT
13923 S. ARCHIBALD AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
JB ENTERPRISES
8581 SAN VICENTE 
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284
JUST IN TIME (JIT)
3344 LYTLE CREEK RD.
LYTLE CREEK, CA 92358
LA ALIANZA MEAT
MARKET Y TAQUERIA
5599 RIVERSIDE DR.
CHINO, CA 91710
LAPWORKS
7955 LAYTON ST. 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
LEE & ASSOCIATES 
COMMERCIAL REAL
ESTATE SERVICES
3535 INLAND EMPIRE
BLVD. 
ONTARIO, CA 91764
LILI REALTY, INC.
3908 AMERICAN RIVER RD.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
MCKINLEY AUTOSPORTS
13137 MCKINLEY AVE.
CHINO, CA 91710
MEMPHIS TRADING
15341 MEMPHIS RD.
FONTANA, CA 92336
MORONGO SMOKE
KINGS
49633 TWENTYNINE PALMS
HWY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92256
NEW CHINA WOK
1231 E. WASHINGTON ST.
STE. C 
COLTON, CA 92324
P M B
13929 LOBELIA WAY
HESPERIA, CA 92344
PAIN RELIEF HEALTH
CENTER
500 S. RANCHO 
COLTON, CA 92324
SALEM RANCH
9965 BAKER RD. 
LUCERNE VALLEY, CA
92356
SERENITY HOMES
19288 MONTEREY ST.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
SI COMO NO MEXICAN
RESTAURANT
2407 S. GROVE AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
SUNSHINE HOME CARE
SERVICES
6208 BLACKWOLF WAY
FONTANA, CA 92336
T AND R TRUCKING
13516 TREASURE WAY
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
TCS
1000 EAST MILLS ST. 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92408
THE EXOTIC PRESS
1059 SANDALWOOD DR.
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CA
92352
TIP TOP CAREGIVERS
1550 N. D ST. 
STE. F 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92405
TITO'S RECYCLING
16380 TRELANEY RD.
FONTANA, CA 92337
VICTOR VALLEY GAS
MART
16088 MOJAVE DR. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
WACKENHUT
14201 KENTWOOD BLVD.
STE. 4 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
A ACCIDENT AND INJURY
HELP-LINE
8333 FOOTHILL BLVD.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
AAA LEGAL FOUNDATION
210 CARRIE LN. 
STE. B-205 
REDLANDS, CA 92373
AFFORDABLE POOL
SERVICES
19236 HUPA RD. 
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
APPLE STOP
19733 BEAR VALLEY RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
APPLE VALLEY FAMILY
REFLEXOLOGY
17993 HIGHWAY 18 
STE. 8 
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
BEAR MOUNTAIN
43101 GOLDMINE DR. 
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
BIG BEAR MOUNTAIN
RESORTS
43101 GOLDMINE DR. 
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
BLACKWIND 
PRODUCTIONS
2178 CHAPPAREL LN. 
MENTONE, CA 92359
CHI SPA
14464 7TH ST. 
STE. D 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
CLARITY CONSULTANTS
16440 FIELD ST. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
DOLLAR CENTER
1246 W FOOTHILL BLVD.
UPLAND, CA 91786
E & V HART, A GENERAL
PARTNERSHIP
13748 ARAPAHOE PL.
CHINO, CA 91710
EDACPS
1688 DWIGHT ST. 
REDLANDS, CA 92373
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WILLIAMS, JASON
PATRICK
44595 SAN ONOFRE
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
PELLETIER 
CONSTRUCTION
54120 AVENIDA CORTEZ
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
BRETON, GAETAN
54120 AVENIDA CORTEZ
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
JAIME TAPIA AIR 
CONDITIONING AND
HEATING
170 ADAMS ST.
INDIO CA 92203
TAPIA, JAIME SANCHEZ
170 ADAMS
INDIO, CA 92203
SPRINT XPRESS 
DELIVERY
4826 CORWIN LN.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
CHRIST, MICHAEL
EUGENE
4826 CORWIN LN.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
SXD AUTO TRANSPORT
4826 CORWIN LN.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
SXD AUTO WHOLESALE
4826 CORWIN LN.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
EXPERIENCEGB-USA
49920 INDIAN ROCK RD.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
BATTS, ANDREW
49920 INDIAN ROCK RD.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
EMERY, GLENDA
49920 INDIAN ROCK RD.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
TAYLOR, DIANE
49920 INDIAN ROCK RD.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
ANY CAB COMPANY
8310 NELSON WAY
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
HUMBLE, DAVID LEE
1542 E. STANLEY WAY
ESCONDIDO, CA 92027
ANY TAXI CAB COMPANY
8310 NELSON WAY
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
COLLECTIBLES OF
CALIFORNIA
39691 ASHLAND WAY
MURRIETA, CA 92562
DURAND, LORI JEAN
39691 ASHLAND WAY
MURRIETA, CA 92562
SAMMY'S OUTDOOR
DESIGN
30810 AVENIDA DEL
REPOSO
TEMECULA, CA 92591
YANG, SAMMY
30810 AVENIDA DEL
REPOSO
TEMECULA, CA 92591
UNIVERSAL DELIVERY
SERVICES
23610 RHEA DR.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557
NAVARRO, SADY
23610 RHEA DR.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557
SUN RIDGE FINANCIAL
GROUP
26900 CHERRY HILLS
BLVD.
SUN CITY, CA 92586
INVESTMENT TAX 
PROFESSIONALS, INC.
26900 CHERRY HILLS
BLVD.
SUN CITY, CA 92586
HOLY ROLLERS TRUCK-
ING INC.
7959 LINARES AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
4 THE LOVE OF ART
5200 CHICAGO AVE.
RIVERSIDE CA 92507
HIGHSMITH, DARYL
PHILLIPS
423 WINTHOROPE DR.
HEMET, CA 92544
ANGEL & SONS FIRE
INSPECTION
890 OLIVETTE
HEMET, CA 92543
GONZALES, ANGEL
PINALES
890 OLIVETTE
HEMET, CA 92543
MORENO VALLEY HEAT
15025 RYDER WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
HUNT JR., BILL DON
15025 RYDER WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
SALGADO FIRE 
INSPECTION
851 W. STETSON AVE.
HEMET, CA 92543
SALGADO, SAMMY
851 W. STETSON AVE. 
HEMET, CA 92543
NOTW MARKETING
31294 MYSTIC LN.
MENIFEE, CA 92584
BURKHEAD JR, 
SHERMAN LEE
31294 MYSTIC LN.
MENIFEE, CA 92584
LAMOUREAUX, 
KIMBERLY ANN
31294 MYSTIC LN.
MENIFEE, CA 92584
REYES, EDWARDO
PIMENTEL
622 EAST SHAVER ST.
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583
YETTI’S  BBQ SHACK
36068 HIDDEN SPRINGS RD.
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
STRASSEL, KURT
RICHARD
38778 STONE CANYON RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
STILETTO WATER
TRUCKS
3091 SHADE TREE LN.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
PRIMEAU, LISA BETH
3091 SHADE TREE LN.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
PRIMEAU, MARC DENNIS
3091 SHADE TREE LN.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
REFLECTIONS SALON
AND DAY SPA
5005 LA MART DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
HENDERSON, MARNIE
DEANNA
2265 TRAFALGAR
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
EVERY DAY ETIQUETTE
43057 MANCHESTER CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
STURDIVANT, ANGELA
PRATICO
43057 MANCHESTER CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
MANNERS BY ANGELA
43057 MANCHESTER CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
TEMECULA SCHOOL OF
MANNERS
43057 MANCHESTER CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
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EMINENT DOMAIN AND
CONDEMNATION 
PROTECTION SERVICE
1688 DWIGHT ST. 
REDLANDS, CA 92373
FRANCIS BUSINESS PARK
1020 N. BATAVIA ST, 
STE. B 
ORANGE, CA 92867
FREERIDER 
HEALTHCARE
8696 UTICA AVE. 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
GO GREEN PACKAGING
26858 ALMOND AVE. 
REDLANDS, CA 92374
GW SERVICE CO
9350 7TH ST. 
STE. C 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
HERO GARDEN 
FURNITURE
7580 CHERRY AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92336
JAX’S TOWING
11134 CEDAR AVE. 
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
JD'S PLANTS N THINGS
13180 BRYANT ST. 
YUCIAPA, CA 92399
JOYSONG CREATIONS
14071 EVENING PRIMROSE
PL. 
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
KY-RIV WATER
17610 ADLER ST. 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
LILLY CONSTRUCTION
14877 SHETLAND LN.
FONTANA, CA 92336
LWA INSURANCE AGENCY
9327 FAIRWAY VIEW PL.
STE 106 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
MAIN MAN 
MAINTENANCE FIELD
SERVICES
35264 AVE. 
STE. H 
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
MILAGROS LEGAL & TAX
SERVICES
320 W. G ST. 
STE. 200A-2 
ONTARIO, CA 91762
NAIL ENVY STUDIO
128 ATLANTE CT. 
HEMET, CA 92545
ONE ENCHANTED
EVENING
15249 PORTICO LN.
FONTANA, CA 92336
OSNEIDER TRANSPORT
17943 MARYGOLD ST.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
PINACLE PROPERTY
ACQUISITIONS
88 W 9TH ST.
STE.  35 
UPLAND, CA 91786
PMCC INC
365 SITES WAY
BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314
PURERITE DRINKING
WATER
17610 ADLER ST. 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
SAMI’S
12870 GOLF COURSE DR.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
SSA
4420 HOLT BLVD. 
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
TEK FORCE
1269 RODEO CT. 
UPLAND, CA 91786
THE DESIGNERS CHOICE
140 N. BENSON AVE. 
STE G 
UPLAND, CA 91786
THRESHER OPERATIONS
504 W. LOCUST ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91762
TORNADO TRASHOUTS
932 6TH ST. 
REDLANDS, CA 92374
TROPICAL ISLAND 
TANNING & SWIMWEAR
1689 KENDALL DR, 
STE. E&F 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
TUTTLE ENGINEERING
1445 WEST REDLANDS
BLVD.
STE. A
REDLANDS, CA 92373
UNIFIED STRENGTH
ENTERPRISES
901 E. WASHINGTON ST.
STE. 248 
COLTON, CA 92324
VALLEY SPLICING
7389 LION ST. 
CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
VICTOR VALLEY
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
15248 11TH ST. 
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
WEST COAST HANDYMAN
7188 SMITHFIELD CT.
FONTANA, CA 92336
ACCU-CHOICE 
ACUPUNCTURE
19015 TOWN CENTER DR.
STE. 201 
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
ACCUCHOICE 
ACUPUNCTURE, INC.
19015 TOWN CENTER DR.
STE. 201 
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
ALL AMERICAN 
DISASTER SOLUTIONS
6513 MESSINA PL.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91701
ANGEL GUARDIAN
5461 HOLT BLVD. 
STE. E 
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
ARREOLA'S HAULING
SERVICE
36558 LEONA ST.
BARSTOW, CA 92311
BEAR VALLEY AUTO
GLASS TINT
14949 BEAR VALLEY RD.
STE. C 
HESPERIA, CA 92345
BIG D IMPORT PARTS
10088 6TH ST. 
STE. L
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
BUSINESS COMPLIANCE
CONSULTANTS
12256 APPIAN DR. 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
CAL-STATE PLUMBING
5637 ARROW HWY
STE. F 
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
CALIFORNIA TWISTERS
CHEER & DANCE
8743 ALTA LOMA DR. 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91701
CFCF
1650 GRASS VALLEY RD.
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CA
92352
DAZER APPAREL
222 E. 17TH ST. 
STE. 101
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404
DE ROJAS DESIGN
1005 N. MERCED AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91764
FEDERAL HOME 
RECOVERY GROUP
9375 ARCHIBALD AVE. 
STE. 107 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
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STURDIVANT, ANGELA
PRATICO
43057 MANCHESTER CT
TEMECULA, CA 92592
TROLLY PROMOTIONS
44525 HWY 79 SO.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
EAKES, LOREN CRAIG
44525 HWY 79 SO.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
TARGET YOUR HEALTH
39711 AVENIDA MIGUEL
OESTE
MURRIETA CA 92563
THOMAS, GISELLA
WALDTRAUT
39711 AVENIDA MIGUEL
OESTE
MURRIETA, CA 92563
RUBY HOUSE CLEANERS
38076 FLORICITA ST.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
PABON, LINDA RAMIREZ
38076 FLORICITA ST.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
RUBY HOUSE CLEANERS
38076 FLORICITA ST.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
RAMIREZ, SOCORRO
27190 PALOMA WAY
SUN CITY, CA 92586
PRESTIGE AUTO
6645 VIEW PARK CT.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
TAGGART, SEAN ERIC
6057 MARLATT ST.
MIRA LOMA, CA 91752
HEALTH-ISSUES 21
6158 BLUFFWOOD
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
R&M SOFTWARE, INC.
6158 BLUFFWOOD
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
CONSULTING SERVICE
41743 ENTERPRISE CIR.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
BREWER CONSULTING,
INC.
41743 ENTERPRISE CIR.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
MESA VILLAGE MARKET
& DELI
29990 HUNTER RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
SANTIAGO, ANGEL LUIS
32535 SAFFLOWER ST.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
MESA VILLAGE MARKET
& DELI
29990 HUNTER RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
SANTIAGO, MONICA
32535 SAFFLOWER ST.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
CHRISTIAN ANGEL
RELIEF EXPRESS
41161 CHEYENNE TR.
CHERRY VALLEY, CA 92223
CHRISTIAN ANGEL
RELIEF EXPRESS
41161 CHEYENNE TR.
CHERRY VALLEY, CA 92223
KRIEGER'S MERCANTILE
28673 PUJOL ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
BARON, NANCY KRIEGER
28681 PUJOL ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
KRIEGER’S MERCANTILE
28673 PUJOL ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
BARON, OTTO EDWARD
28681 PUJOL ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
DIANNAS SNACK BAR
2560 N. PERRIS BLVD. 
STE. D8
ERRIS, CA 92571
AGUAYO, MATILDE
911 HEREFOR WAY
PERRIS, CA 92571
EUREKA INSURANCE
SERVICES
31988 CALLE ELENITA
TEMECULA. CA 92591
LOPES, MICHELE TRUE
31988 CALLE ELENITA
TEMECULA, CA 92591
LOS POTRILLOS MEAT
MARKET
10330 HOLE AVE. 
STE. 7
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
GUTERREZ, ESTELLA
YOLANDA
6699 EVERGLADES ST.
CORONA, CA 92880
GUTIERREZ, ARMANDO
6699 EVERGLADES ST.
CORONA, CA 92880
LARSEN EQUIPMENT
45195 EL REPOSO RD.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
LARSEN, ALICE MARIE
45195 EL REPOSO RD.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
LARSEN, RONALD
HAROLD
45195 EL REPOSO RD.
AGUANGA, CA 92536
CLICKEX.NET
22182 NAPLES DR.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557
SOLCHAGA, JORGE
ALONSO
22182 NAPLES DR.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557
SOLCHAGA, JOSE FABIAN
22182 NAPLES DR.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92557
K C AUTO DEALER
35916 BURGUNDY CT.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
EJILLIBE, KINGSLEY
DAYTON
35916 BURGUNDY CT.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
AFFORDABLE GRANITE
SOLUTIONS
843 AMAYA DR.
PERRIS, CA 92571
CARDENAS, RONALD
EDUARDO
843 AMAYA DR.
PERRIS, CA 92571
FAMILY NAIL CARE & SPA
4135 CHICAGO AVE.
STE. A1
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
TO, JOHN BAC
690 SN JOSE APT.
STE. 2
CLAREMONT, CA 91711
CLASSIC ACID STAIN
2561 COTTAGE DR.
CORONA, CA 92881
ALL CITY LANDSCAPE
INC.
2561 COTTAGE DR.
CORONA, CA 92881
CORONA WHOLESALE
NURSERY PALM
2561 COTTAGE DR.
CORONA, CA 92881
ALL CITY LANDSCAPE
INC.
2561 COTTAGE DR.
CORONA, CA 92881
CALIFORNIA LATE
HATCH CLASSIC
19150 SANTA ROSA MINE
RD.
GAVILAN HILLS, CA 92570
ROZWADOWSKI, MARK
EDWARD
19150 SANTA ROSA MINE
RD.
GAVILLAN HILLS, CA 92570
RAC KIRK 
PHOTOGRAPHY
2501 WATER WAY
CORONA, CA 92882
KIRK, RACHEL
MICHELLE
2501 WATER WAY
CORONA, CA 92882
HOLLYWOOD 
SPECIALTIES
767 HEARST WAY
CORONA, CA 92882
PALMA, JESSIKA LAUREN
767 HEARST WAY
CORONA, CA 92882
EXODUS PRODUCTIONS
769 PESCADERO CIR.
CORONA, CA 92879
CROOKS, FABIAN
HAROLD
769 PESCADERO CIR.
CORONA, CA 92879
CAREFUL CLEANING
521 LAKE ST.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
FORSTER, CARI ELLEN
521 LAKE ST.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
UNIVERSAL CLEANING
AND SERVICE
41673 ELK RUN DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
HUANTE, OSCAR 
RIGOBERTO
41673 ELK RUN RD.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
GRACE TEMPLE CHURCH
OF GOD IN CHRIST
15265 DUNES WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
FINLEY, EDWIN LEROY
15265 DUNES WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
FINLEY, GENISE 
LANETTE
15265 DUNES WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
JMB APPRAISAL
7049 HAWARDER DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
BRANTLEY, JEFFREY
MAURICE
7049 HAWARDEN DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
IN THE SPOTLIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT
13702 ROBINBROOK CT.
CORONA, CA 92880
LEAL-JACKSON, 
DARLENE MARIE
13702 ROBINBROOK CT.
CORONA, CA 92880
DEVINE SPEAR SEGURA
40165 RAVENWOOD DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
CARRIZALES, OSCAR
JAVIER
40165 RAVENWOOD DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
EDGSON ASSESSMENTS
16299 TWILIGHT CIR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
EDGSON, KATHRYN
MARIE
16299 TWILIGHT CIR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
TORCAS COMPANY
13631 PECAN PL.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
TORRES, JUAN JOSE
13631 PECAN PL.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
ANIMAL CARE CENTER
28069 DIAZ RD. 
STE. B
TEMECULA, CA 92590
CAIN DVM, LAURE
STEPHANIE
32701 RED MOUNTAIN RD.
HEMET, CA 92544
JAPAN FISHING LINE
85 E. RAMONA
EXPRESWAY
STE. 9
PERRIS, CA 92571
KIM, JAMES JUN SUK
1931 BROCKSTONE DR.
PERRIS, CA 92571
KIM, YUKO MIYAMOTO
1931 BROCKSTONE DR.
PERRIS, CA 92571
MORTGAGE COMPANY
16781 VAN BUREN BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
EGER, NELSON ANTONIO
8974 DOUGLAS FIR CIR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
GREEN, KENNETH
EUGENE
19456 MI CASA CT.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
24 CARROT ORGANICS
33109 SOTELO DR.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
WHITWORTH, DEBRA
REYES
33109 SOTELO DR.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
ASAP PROPERTY
MAINTENANCE
11224 ROYAL PALM BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
MCCLATCHEY, CINDY
LYNN
11224 ROYAL PALM BLVD.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
A+ HOME HEALTH CARE
1900 E TAHQUITZ CANYON
WAY
STE. B-4
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
1ST PROVIDENCE HOME
HEALTH CARE
1900 E TAHQUITZ CANYON
WAY
STE. B-4
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
M Y M CLEANING 
SERVICES
65346 OSPREY LN.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240
MELGAR, KYRIA AMALIA
65346 OSPREY LN.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240
STICKERMAN
63-758 ORR WAY N.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92258
COUNTRY CLUB NAILS
50855 WASHINGTON ST.
STE. A2
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
LE, STEVEN
451 MONTE VISTA
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
NGUYEN, ANNA NGAN
451 MONTE VISTA
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
SIMPLY SCHNAUZERS
THE MINI MAGAZINE
22825 RUDDEROW RD.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92241
KIDD, TANIA SHERRIL
22825 RUDDEROW RD.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92241
GREEN BOUTIQUE
40839 MORRIS ST.
INDIO, CA 92203
BLANCHARD, TINA
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ed. Those shows included “Sea
Hunt,” “Daktari” and “Flipper,”
among others. Peter met Nancy
— where else— while on an
African safari and, at the time,
she was the curator of the San
Francisco Zoo’s avian collec-
tion. And, if you’ll pardon just
one more reference to Jurassic
Park, Nancy happens to be a
raptor specialist.
The Langs chose to locate
Safari West near Santa Rosa
because the weather is ideal
and the combination of forest
and grassland is quite similar to
Africa. An added bonus for vis-
itors is that the Santa Rosa area
is well known for its high-qual-
ity wineries.
Guests who stay overnight
at Safari West also have dinner
and breakfast on the grounds,
although we arrived too late for
dinner. The continental break-
fast is plenty to get you going
and the park also serves up
sandwiches and other lunch
items you can order if you’re
spending the day at Safari
West.
In addition to the safari
truck tour there are other things
to do while you’re staying at
the park. You can make
arrangements to get private
access to the animals or attend
educational presentations.
Swedish pressure-point mas-
sage is offered and you can
even go hiking with Nancy
Lang around Watusi Lake.
But most of all, an
overnight trip to Safari West is
about the overall experience of
being in the wild, sleeping with
the animals almost like you
would if you were on an
African safari. The difference is
you’re never in any real danger
— until, that is, Nancy figures
out a way to study real, live
raptors.
AT A GLANCE
WHERE: Santa Rosa is just
55 miles north of San Francisco
on Highway 101 and is in the
heart of Sonoma Wine Country.
With its hills and fertile valleys,
the region is one of the most
beautiful in California and
offers quick access to Sonoma,
Napa and coastal areas.
WHAT: Safari West is an
unusual opportunity to be able
to visit and spend the night with
wild animals and will appeal to
visitors of all ages. The park’s
size allows it to raise and nur-
ture a wide variety of mammals
native to Africa.
WHEN: Any time of year.
Be prepared for much cooler
weather in the winter and the
rains can be intense at times.
Tours still go out on rainy days,
but dress accordingly.
WHY: This is a family
attraction that is both educa-
tional and easy to reach, and
staying overnight at Safari West
will make you feel like you’re a
million miles from civilization.
HOW: For more informa-
tion on Safari West, visit
www.safariwest.com or phone
707-579-2551.
A California...
continued from pg. 44
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E X E C U T I V E  T I M E  O U T  
A California Weekend Getaway
By Cary Ordway
There are sounds of the jun-
gle just outside your tent’s thin
canvas walls, the incessant
birds, the occasional shriek by
creature unknown, the rustling
of trees. You’re frozen in place
under your warm blankets not
anxious to stick your head out
of the tent door because you
don’t know what might happen
to lunge at you from the dark-
ness. It sure would be good to
have that bear gun cocked and
loaded but, of course, you
don’t.
One reason you don’t is that
the owners of Safari West real-
ly frown on guests bringing
guns along on their weekend
getaways to this unique outpost
just a few miles outside of
Santa Rosa. The other reason is
that none of the wildlife you
hear during your overnight stay
is going to get you. All the real-
ly dangerous animals are
fenced off or caged. But that in
no way diminishes the feeling
that you are—well—on a
safari.
By day, Safari West is a
beehive of activity with numer-
ous day visitors and tours,
especially on weekends. By
night, Safari West turns to
black with absolutely no out-
side lighting to spoil the illu-
sion you are in Africa. Guests
are advised to bring flashlights
if they plan to walk the grounds
after dark. But the creature
sounds make it clear you are
not alone and we’re guessing
most people just hunker down
after dark and read a good
book.
The accommodations do
lend themselves to just that.
They’re cozy and inviting and
when we say tents, we really
mean tent cabins that are tent
walls erected over a solid foun-
dation that comes complete
with an indoor bathroom and
shower. The big beds are warm
and luxurious and the layout
inside the cabins, while a bit
Spartan, is really quite comfort-
able. No television or radio, but
there are hardwood floors, a
few shelves and benches and
reading lights. What else do
you need when you are on
safari?
We arrived after dark which
just added to the feeling we
were some distance from civi-
lization. We actually were only
a few miles outside Santa Rosa,
but the road to Safari West
seems longer than it is with its
twists and turns and with trees
and hillsides shutting out even
the stars and whatever moon-
light there might have been. In
darkness it’s easy to drive right
on by the entrance to the park
but our trusty GPS alerted us
that we were close. We only
went by it once.
Checking in
at the main gate
around 9 p.m.,
we were greet-
ed by what
seemed like the
only living soul
on the premises
and he quickly
and helpfully
packed our
belongings onto
his jeep and
drove us to our
tent cabin, one
of a few dozen
spread throughout the
property. He loaned us
flashlights, which came in
handy for the exceedingly
brief walk around the
grounds before settling in
for a night in the wild. The
sounds were constant and
mainly, we’re told, coming
from a particular type of
bird. But it was not so
noisy we couldn’t get a
comfortable night’s sleep.
The next morning we
awakened to a fuller sound
— it was like the evening
animals had been playing
as a quartet but, by morn-
ing, had been joined by the full
orchestra. We walked out our
front door and the first thing we
noticed was two giraffes, side
by side, directly across the road
from us, doing some sort of
mating ritual or play thing with
their necks. Giraffes, if you’ve
spent any time with them, are
incredibly tall animals and they
seemed to tower over the fence
that was separating them from
us. But since we haven’t heard
too many stories about man-
eating giraffes, this was not of
major concern.
The sheer size of them,
however, made this feel like a
kind of—Giraffic Park—and
our movie memories were
brought to mind once again as
we hopped on board one of the
Safari West tour vehicles to be
driven out into the furthest
reaches of the park where we
would observe wild animals in
their own habitat doing their
own thing, as it were. Maybe
you remember what happened
to those people in the movie
who thought they could get up-
close and personal with
dinosaurs.
Fortunately, no dinosaurs
here — just creatures like the
cape buffalo and the rhinos,
who both seemed to be on their
best behavior as our informa-
tive guide parked our two-level
jeep-style safari vehicle where
we could observe the goings-
on. The park has 85 species of
animals altogether, 700 individ-
ual animals, roaming on more
than 400 acres of hills and
forests. The mammals are all
native to Africa, while the birds
come from different places all
over the globe. There are no
lions, tigers and bears but there
are cheetah, lemur, zebras and
many other fascinating species.
The two-hour tour goes by
quickly and the safari vehicle
takes you through some rugged
back country where the animals
you see can vary from tour to
tour. It just depends on which
ones are out in the more visible
areas. For example, the zebras
are often congregating well off
the tour path but the day of our
tour there were more than a
dozen we spotted in different
locations.
As you can imagine, it had
to take some effort to put all of
this together — to buy the land
and animals, build the struc-
tures and hire knowledgeable
staff. The owners are Nancy
and Peter Lang and it’s interest-
ing to note that Peter has a con-
nection with animals dating
back to the television shows his
father, Otto Lang, once direct-
A double-decker safari vehicle is a
thrill ride all its own.
Safari West tent cabins are warm and
accommodating.
continued on page 43
